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Basic Principles of Roller Burnishing
Roller burnishing is a forming process used to generate 

high-quality, smooth surfaces or surfaces with a specifi c 

structure. One or more rollers or balls are used to plastify 

and form the workpiece’s edge layer. This process is used 

when a metal component requires a high-quality surface 

fi nish or when the specifi ed surface quality cannot be 

achieved reliably with a machining process. The process is 

described in VDI standard 2032, which also clearly explains 

the differences between roller burnishing and the rolling 

process. 

In roller burnishing, when the compressive stress that oc-

curs at the contact point between the roller burnishing 

tool and the workpiece surface exceeds the workpiece’s 

yield strength, plastic deformation results. The rough-

ness peaks are pressed down in nearly a vertical direc-

tion into the surface and as a result the material fl ow fi lls 

the roughness valleys from below (Fig. 1). The resulting 

smooth surface occurs due to the fl ow of the entire surface 

near the material’s edge layer, not because the roughness 

peaks are bent into the surface or fl attened (a widely held, 

but false assumption).

Roller burnishing can be used in place of any process ap-

plied to produce high-quality component surfaces (e.g. 

fi ne turning, grinding, reaming, honing, superfi nishing, 

lap grinding, polishing, scraping). This process, proven 

over decades, offers great technological and economic ad-

vantages for surfaces in the roughness range Rz < 10 µm. 

Roller burnished surfaces are characterized by a unique 

surface structure with the following features:

n Low degree of roughness (Rz < 1 µm / Ra < 0.1 µm) or 

specifi ed roughness

n Rounded surface profi le

n High surface contact ratio

n Less friction

n Increased wear resistance

n Increased edge layer hardness due to cold working

The process offers the following advantages:

n Short cycle time

n Can be used with any conventional or CNC-controlled 

machines

n Complete processing in one setting

n No material removed

n Easily reproducible

n Minimal lubrication required

n Low noise emission

n Long tool life

n No change in dimensions due to tool wear
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Fig. 1: Edge layer forming

Source: Röttger, Dissertation



Basic Principles of Deep Rolling
Deep rolling is a forming process used to effect positive 

change in a component’s edge zone properties. The pro-

cess is unique in that it is the only process for increasing 

component service life that combines these effects: 

n Generation of compressive stresses

n Cold working in the edge layer

n Smoothing a component’s surface, which removes   

 micro-notches

This combination can increase fatigue strength by a fac-

tor of fi ve, resulting in an appreciable improvement in the 

service life of a component. Deep rolling is particularly 

suitable for components subject to dynamic stress during 

operation that can be destroyed due to material fatigue.

Compared with alternative methods (e.g. shot peening), 

deep rolling is an extraordinarily cost-effective process, 

and its application range includes nearly the entire spec-

trum of metal materials. It can be easily integrated into 

an existing process chain and can be used on both con-

ventional and CNC-controlled machine tools. This allows 

a workpiece to be deep rolled in one setting directly after 

machining, eliminating set-up and transportation costs. 

Whenever the goal is to increase the fatigue strength of 

metal material or implement a lightweight design, this 

process can be used.

Deep rolling can be used in place of any process applied 

to increase the fatigue strength of a component, includ-

ing mechanical processes (e.g. shot peening), thermal 

processes (e.g. laser hardening) and thermochemical pro-

cesses (e.g. nitriding). However, because each individual 

application brings up new challenges or questions, please 

contact us so that we can consult with you directly in order 

to meet your needs.

Pro
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Fig. 2: Advantages of deep rolling

n Improved sliding properties

n Reduction in the micro-notch 
effect 

Smoothing

n Increased dislocation density

n Increased edge layer hardness

n Increased strength, stable under 
temperature change

n Delayed crack formation

Cold Working

n Reduction of crack growth

n Increased fatigue strength

n Increased service life
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Process Similarities
The application areas for both processes extend from 

general mechanical engineering, automobile and aircraft 

manufacturing and motor construction to medical and 

power plant technology. Roller burnishing and deep roll-

ing tools are suitable for use with almost any machine 

tool (e.g. conventional and CNC-controlled lathes, drills, 

machining centers, deep hole drilling machinery). This al-

lows a workpiece to be roller burnished or deep rolled 

in one setting directly after machining. In certain cases 

where it does not make sense to tie up a complex machine 

tool with the process, a separate deep rolling machine is 

available for use during the cutting process. 

Various process kinematics are possible with both process-

es. The simplest version is roller burnishing or deep rolling 

in a plunge-in process (Fig. 3). A roller or ball contacts the 

surface of a workpiece at an axial position. The burnish-

ing force is built up during the initial rotations and then 

kept steady for several more rotations. At the end of the 

process, the burnishing force is reduced during the fi nal 

few rotations. Building up and reducing the burnishing 

force is very important because otherwise stress gradients 

can result in the edge zone of the component, which can 

cause the component to fail prematurely. This kinematic 

process is primarily used for deep rolling, e.g. to eliminate 

the notch effect in the various sections of wave-shaped 

components.

A feed motion can be added (Fig. 4) so that the roller bur-

nishing or deep rolling process can be used to treat cylin-

drical surfaces easily and quickly, for example.

Tools with hydrostatically loaded balls can also machine 

both fl at and free-form surfaces (Fig. 5).

The rolling elements, or balls, are guided by the tool’s 

following system. In this way, users can compensate for 

a wide variety of component tolerances and machine 

elasticities  within a specifi ed range and still maintain a 

continuous, constant burnishing force at the workpiece’s 

surface. In this way, complex geometries can be machined 

with a process quality that is always consistent. Particularly 

with components that are subject to the highest safety re-

quirements, only force-controlled tools can be considered 

for roller burnishing or deep rolling.
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Fig. 4: Deep rolling in a feed process

Fig. 3: Deep rolling in a plunge-in process

Fig. 5: 3D burnishing of free-form surfaces



In addition, the hydrostatic principle behind these roller 

burnishing and deep rolling tools allows components with 

a high initial hardness value to be machined. In general, 

tools with mechanically loaded rolling elements are only 

used for workpieces with initial hardnesses up to 45 HRC 

(Rockwell scale). Tools with hydrostatically loaded balls, 

however, can be used to process materials with initial 

hardnesses up to 65 HRC. Even under such conditions, the 

surface is smoothed, cold working takes place and com-

pressive stresses are induced in the edge zone of the com-

ponent.

Differences
The primary difference between roller burnishing and 

deep rolling is the objective of the process. While the goal 

of roller burnishing is to achieve a specific surface qual-

ity by attaining a determined roughness value, the main 

objective of deep rolling is to increase fatigue strength. 

Though the increase in the component’s service life re-

sults in part from smoothing the surface, cold working 

and the induction of compressive stresses into the edge 

zone have a much more significant effect on improving 

durability.

Another difference between the two processes is in qual-

ity control. Roller burnishing simply requires a physical 

measurement of the surface quality. With deep rolling, 

however, process results can only be verified by service 

life testing, measurements of residual stress depth pro-

files, and so on, which means that the component must 

be destroyed. Subsequent corrections are only possible 

with roller burnishing; in most cases, if a specified sur-

face value is not obtained, the process can be repeated 

to achieve it. 

For deep rolling, quality assurance is only possible with a 

reliable reproduction of the parameters specified and au-

thorized for the process. Particularly for components that 

are related to safety, process monitoring that records and 

documents the process parameters in real time is recom-

mended.

In cooperation with KOMET Brinkhaus, ECOROLL has 

developed the “ToolScope” monitoring system, which 

meets these higher requirements. It has been customized 

especially for industry and enables the continuous moni-

toring and documentation of automated production 

processes as well as the critical process parameters used 

in deep rolling. Process monitoring is possible for both 

mechanical and hydrostatic tools in which the process pa-

rameters are recorded in real time and documented for 

the long term. In this way, the process can be monitored 

to reduce rejected parts and guarantee consistent work-

piece quality.

Cost-effective Processes
There is enormous savings potential in converting other 

production processes to roller burnishing or deep roll-

ing. Depending on the application, when switching from 

grinding, polishing or honing to roller burnishing, pro-

duction costs can be reduced by much more than 50 per-

cent. The explanation for this is that expensive reworking 

is no longer necessary. In addition, processing times are 

considerably shorter and components can be completely 

machined in one setting, e.g. on a lathe. This eliminates 

costs for additional machines and significantly reduces 

the time required for primary processing as well as con-

version. The process does not produce chips or grinding 

residue, which considerably decreases environmental im-

pact and disposal costs as well as wear on machine bear-

ings and guideways.

In comparison with other processes, deep rolling is also 

an extraordinarily cost-effective process. Due to the wide 

variety of possible applications, however, individualized 

consultation is recommended.

Pro
cesses

Fig. 6: ToolScope Touch Panel PC
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Differences between the Rolling Process,   
Roller Burnishing and Deep Rolling
The rolling process is frequently equated with roller bur-

nishing and even deep rolling, and despite the differences 

between the objectives of these processes, the term “roll-

ing” is used for all. According to VDI/VDE standard 2032, 

the term “rolling” is defined as fine machining using tools 

with roughened working surfaces to improve the shape, 

dimensions and surface quality of a workpiece. The tool 

– the rolling disk (tool steel, carbide or ceramic) – is rough-

ened in a grinding operation. The resulting surfaces are 

shiny, but their structure differs considerably from that of 

a burnished surface. ECOROLL does not sell tools for “roll-

ing” according to this VDI/VDE definition.

Processing Cylinder Tubes
The OMEGA system by ECOROLL combines skiving and 

roller burnishing to manufacture hydraulic cylinders and 

cylinder tubes. It has almost completely replaced honing, 

the other production process used for these products, be-

cause this combination offers unequaled speed and cost-

effectiveness. In this application area, ECOROLL tools can 

even offer four processes in one working cycle: pre-drill-

ing, drilling out, skiving, roller burnishing. With the modu-

lar, building block system, the optimum tools for any tube 

quality or processing length can be configured. 

The patented OMEGA system offers the following advan-

tages:

n Improved precision in dimensions and form with 3 or 

  6 skiving knives with cutters arranged in pairs

n Quick, easy tool setting

n Quick replacement of wear parts

Complete Processing of Short Hydraulic 
Cylinders  on CNC-controlled Lathes
Until now, cylinder tubes (L/Ø ≤ 15) have been processed in 

two separate steps:

1. Internal processing of the cylinder on deep hole   

 drilling machinery

2.  Final processing on a lathe

With ECOROLL tools, the entire process can take place di-

rectly on a lathe or machining center. In this process, a skiv-

ing head is first used to prepare the cylinder. Following an 

automated tool change, the fine machining is done with 

a separate roller burnishing tool. To ensure thorough chip 

removal and surface cleaning, both tools are equipped 

with an internal cooling-lubricant supply device.

Developed especially for use on CNC-controlled lathes, the 

combined RIOC tools can also be used. The two working 

cycles are combined into one in this tool. The skiving heads 

of these innovative tools are designed with a cutting ge-

ometry that is particularly good for removing chips and 

are equipped with a high-pressure flushing system with 

nozzles where chips collect. This ensures that chip removal 

functions reliably, even with the low amounts of cooling-

lubricant available on CNC-controlled lathes.

This complete processing results in a significant reduc-

tion in auxiliary process time and processing on deep hole 

drilling machinery is no longer required. This eliminates 

the extremely high investment costs for deep hole drill-

ing machinery. In this way, even operations that produce 

small and mid-sized series are able to manufacture cylin-

der tubes and entire cylinders themselves.
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ECOROLL’s mechanical tools with multiple rollers are 

primarily used for roller burnishing. Tool types G, R and 

RA are used to machine cylindrical bores (both through 

and blind holes), stepped bores and cylindrical outside 

diameters . Tool types RP, RK, RKA and RKAK are intended 

for use with end faces, tapers and ball-shaped areas. The 

MZG series includes two roller tools, which are mainly used 

to roller burnish sealing surfaces for shaft seals.

Both internal and external fi llets can be deep rolled with 

tool types RH/RHA. 

All of ECOROLL’s multiple roller tools feature easy diam-

eter adjustment, high precision performance and reliable 

function. They can be used on CNC-controlled drilling or 

milling machines and lathes, machining centers or conven-

tional machine tools. The tools require just minimal lubri-

cation and wear parts are easy to exchange. This simple 

maintenance and the short work cycle save a signifi cant 

amount of time.

Multi-roller Mechanical Tools
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Type G tool with internal coolant

Machining a connecting rod with a type G tool

Machining a universal joint shaft with a type RA tool
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Features
n Can be used up to tolerance class IT8 (up to IT9 for 

thin-walled workpieces). 

n Type GE up to tolerance class IT11 for Ø of 50 mm and 

larger. 

n Machines all metal materials up to a tensile strength of 

1400 N/mm2 and a maximum hardness of HRC ≤ 45.

n Can achieve a surface quality of Rz < 1 µm / Ra ≤ 0.1 µm). 

n For use on CNC-controlled drilling or milling machines 

and lathes, machining centers or conventional machine 

tools. 

n Machining with clockwise rotation.

n Optional internal cooling-lubricant supply possible 

with straight shank, VDI shank, HSK, Capto, or similar 

shanks.

Advantages
n Reliable function, high degree of accuracy.

n Short cycle time.

n Diameter adjustment is easy and reproducible.

n Requires minimal lubrication (oil or emulsion).

n Tool automatically contracts upon retraction, prevent-

ing damage to the roller burnished surface.

n Wear parts are easy to exchange.

Design
n Type G tools consist of a basic tool body and a burnish-

ing head.

n The tool body contains the tool shank as well as the 

mechanism for the infi nitely variable setting of the 

rolling diameter in increments of 1 µm.

n Tool shanks either with Morse taper or straight shank; 

special designs by request.

n The burnishing head consists of the cone, cage and 

rollers.

n Burnishing heads are replaceable within the diameter 

range. By request, the tools can be equipped with self-

feeding capability (recommended only for machines 

with manual feed (e.g. box column drilling machines)).

Parameters 
n   Circumferential speeds up to 250 m/min. possible.

n   Feed rate: 0.05 – 0.3 mm/rev. per roller.

n   Burnishing length: The dimensions of the tool 

body allow for unlimited burnishing length if the 

workpiece diameter is 36 mm or larger. For smaller 

diameters, tools with standard burnishing lengths 

are available. Special designs available by request.

Type G: 
Machining cylindrical bores 
up to Ø 200 mm 
Through holes: Ø 4 - 200 mm 
Blind holes: Ø 6 - 200 mm 
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Ordering
The following information is required:

1. Workpiece diameter. 

2.  Design/Version:

 1: For through holes, without self-feeding capability

 2: For through holes, with self-feeding capability

 3: For blind holes, without self-feeding capability

3.  Bore depth = Burnishing length in mm : 50, 100, 150, 

200, 250, 300 (others by request).

4.  Shank type:

 MK: Morse taper

 ZS: Straight shank – in accordance with DIN 1835 B 

with clamping surface (Weldon)

 Special shanks, HSK, VDI, Capto available upon request.

The tool designation is generated as follows:

G 1 . 2  –  2 5 . 0 0  –  1  –  5 0  –  M K

4. Shank

2. Design/Version 3. Burnishing length

1. Tool
body

Diameter

Note: All dimensions are in mm. 
 1)  No dimension c for blind hole versions. 
 2)  ECOROLL type R roller burnishing tools are suitable for use with workpieces with diameters of 201 mm and larger.

Tool body Diameter range 
D

Tool shank: 
Morse taper or 
straight shank

Ø e x f

a b c1) d 
max.

i l Burnishing 
length

G1.1
≥ 4 < 17 MK2

Ø 20h6 x 50

35 52

1.5

70

80
Burnishing 

length 
+ 8 mm

50≥ 17 < 21

2G1.2 ≥ 21 < 33
MK2

Ø 20h6 x 50
Ø 25h6 x 56

80
G1.3

≥ 33 < 36 75

≥ 36 < 50
3

74 89

UnlimitedG2 ≥ 50 < 100 MK3
Ø 25h6 x 56 49 68 93 99 79

G3 ≥ 100 < 2012) MK4
Ø 32h6 x 60 71 84 5 110 124 100
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Note:  1) Depending on the structure of the hole outlet, blind hole tools may allow a larger range of settings 
   than shown in the table.
 2) Replace only complete sets of rollers. When ordering replacement rollers, specify through or 
   blind hole.

Tool body Diameter 
D

Adjustment range

Through hole 
 Blind hole1)

Number of 
rollers2)

Roller diameter
Ø g x h

Roller radius
r

Burnishing 
length

mm - / + mm mm

G1.1
Ø ≥ 4 < 21

≥ 4 < 5 - 0.05 / + 0.15
Blind hole unavailable 3

1 x 4 0.5

50

≥ 5 < 6 1.5 x 6

1≥ 6 < 8 - 0.05 / + 0.3
- 0.05 / + 0.1

2 x 6
2 x 10≥ 8 < 10

4
≥ 10 < 11 - 0.05 / + 0.4

- 0.05 / + 0.1
3 x 9

1.5

≥ 11 < 17

5≥ 17 < 21
- 0.05 / + 0.6
- 0.05 / + 0.1

5 x 16
G1.2

≥ 21 < 33
≥ 21 < 25

≥ 25 < 33

6
G1.3

≥ 33 < 50

≥ 33 < 36

- 0.05 / + 0.8
- 0.05 / + 0.1

75

≥ 36 < 38

Unlimited

≥ 38 < 50
8

8 x 25 2.5G2
≥ 50 < 100

≥ 50 < 86

≥ 86 < 100
12

G3
Ø ≥ 100 < 201

≥ 100 < 170
14 x 35 4

≥ 170 < 201 16
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Features
n Can be used up to tolerance class IT8.

n Machines all metal materials up to a tensile strength of 

1400 N/mm2 and a maximum hardness of HRC ≤ 45. 

n Can achieve a surface quality of Rz ≤ 1 µm / Ra < 0.1 µm). 

n For use on CNC-controlled drilling or milling machines 

and lathes, machining centers or conventional machine 

tools.

n Machining with clockwise rotation.

Advantages
n Short cycle time.

n Diameter adjustment is infinite and reproducible.

n Requires minimal lubrication (oil or emulsion).

n Tool automatically contracts upon retraction, prevent-

ing damage to the roller burnished surface.

n Wear parts are easy to exchange.

Design
n Type R tools consist of a basic tool body and a burnish-

ing head.

n The tool body contains the tool shank as well as the 

mechanism for the infinitely variable setting of the 

rolling diameter.

n For machining bores with large ring grooves or cross 

holes, we offer special roller burnishing tools (type Q), 

which ensure that interrupted surfaces can be machined 

(to test feasibility, please send us a drawing of the 

workpiece).

Parameters 
n   Circumferential speeds up to 250 m/min. possible.

n   Feed rate: 0.10 – 0.4 mm/rev. per roller.

Type R: 
Machining cylindrical bores 
Ø 200 mm and larger 
Through holes: Ø 201 – 450 mm 
Blind holes: Ø 201 – 450 mm 
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Ordering
The following information is required:

1. Tool body type and workpiece diameter 

 (see the following table). 

2.  Design/Version:

 1: For through holes

 2: For blind holes

3.  Shank type:

 MK: Morse taper

 ZS: Straight shank

 Special shanks, HSK, VDI, Capto available upon request.

The tool designation is generated as follows:

   R 5  –  2 8 5 . 0 0  –  3  –  Z S 4 0

2. Design/Version

1. Tool-
body

Diameter 3. Shank

Note: For Ø 220 mm and larger, all of the tools are available in the through hole version with a segmented cage.
 1) Depending on the structure of the hole outlet, blind hole tools may allow a larger range of settings    

than shown in the table. 
 2) Replace only complete sets of rollers. When ordering replacement rollers, specify through or blind hole.
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Tool 
body

Diameter 
D

Adjustment 
range

Through hole 
 Blind hole1)

Tool shank: 
Morse taper or 
Straight shank

Ø e x f

Num-
ber of 

rollers2)

Roller
di-

ameter
Ø g x h

Roller 
radius

r

a b c d i I

mm - / + mm mm mm

R5 ≥ 201 < 255 - 0.05 / + 0.8
- 0.05 / + 0.1

MK5 
ø 50 h6 x 80

16 14 x 35 
(Blind 
hole)

20 x 45 
(Through 

hole)

4 90 100 5 125 156 134

≥ 255 < 320 20

≥ 320 < 355 28

R7 ≥ 355 < 455

R8 ≥ 455
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Features
n Can be used up to tolerance class IT8.

n Special version RAP with pressure-controlled expansion 

is available for tolerances ≤ IT11. 

n Machines all metal materials up to a tensile strength of 

1400 N/mm2 and a maximum hardness of HRC ≤ 45.

n Can achieve a surface quality of Rz < 1 µm / Ra ≤ 0.1 µm). 

n For use on CNC-controlled drilling or milling machines 

and lathes, machining centers or conventional machine 

tools.

n Machining with clockwise rotation.

n Optional internal cooling-lubricant supply possible 

with straight shank, VDI shank or HSK.

Advantages
n Reliable function, high degree of accuracy.

n Short cycle time.

n Diameter adjustment is easy and reproducible.

n Requires minimal lubrication (oil or emulsion).

n Tool automatically contracts upon retraction, prevent-

ing damage to the roller burnished surface.

n Wear parts are easy to exchange.

Design
n Consists of a basic tool body and a burnishing head.

n The tool body contains the tool shank as well as the 

mechanism for the infi nitely variable and reproducible 

setting of the rolling diameter.

n Morse taper and solid straight shanks for limited 

burnishing lengths. Perforated straight shanks for 

unlimited burnishing lengths.

n The burnishing head consists of the outer cone, cage 

and rollers.

n Burnishing heads are replaceable within the diameter 

range.

Parameters 
n   Circumferential speeds up to 250 m/min. possible.

n   Feed rate: 0.05 – 0.3 mm/rev. per roller.

n   Burnishing length: The burnishing length is limited 

for versions with standard shanks (see table). 

For longer workpieces or for unlimited lengths, 

ECOROLL can provide roller burnishing tools with 

unlimited burnishing lengths. These tools are 

equipped with perforated, reinforced and extended 

straight shanks.

Type RA: 
Machining cylindrical       ou-
texternal surfaces 
Diameter: Ø 3 – 160 mm
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Machining cylindrical       ou-



Ordering
The following information is required:

1. Tool body type and workpiece diameter (see the fol-

lowing table). 

 Note: Although other diameters are often covered by 

the setting range, tools with diameters and burnishing 

lengths of any size are available. 

2.  Design/Version:

 3: Without self-feeding capability

 4: With self-feeding capability (recommended only for 

machines with manual feed!)

3.  Shank type:

 MK: Morse taper

 ZS: Straight shanks for limited burnishing lengths

 ZU: Straight shanks for unlimited burnishing lengths

The tool designation is generated as follows:

 R A 3  –  2 5 . 0 0  –  3  –  M K

2. Design/Version

1. Tool
body

Diameter 3. Shank
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Note: 1) max. Ø with unlimited burnishing length: 145 mm.

Tool 
body

Diameter 
D

Tool shank: 
Morse taper or straight shank

Ø e x f

a b c1) d i

mm Solid (mm) Perforated (mm) mm

RA1 ≥ 3 < 12 ø 20 h6 x 50 (MK2) ø 25 h6 x 60 x 15 55 45
21 81

80

RA2 ≥ 12 < 25 ø 25 h6 x 56 (MK3) ø 40 h6 x 70 x 28 73 65 99

RA3 ≥ 25 < 55
ø 40 h6 x 70 (MK4)

ø 80 h6 x 90 x 57 114 105
28 108

124

RA4 ≥ 55 < 85 ø 110 h6 x 110 x 88 152 140 156

Note:  Larger Ø by request.
 1) Replace only complete sets of rollers.

Tool body Diameter 
D

Adjustment range Number of 
rollers1)

Roller 
diameter
Ø g x h

Roller radius
r

Burnishing 
length

mm - / + mm mm

RA1
Ø ≥ 3 < 12

≥ 3 < 6 - 0.2 / + 0.05
3

5 x 16 S 1.5 85

≥ 6 < 8

- 0.4 / + 0.1
≥ 8 < 12

5
RA2

Ø ≥ 12 < 25
≥ 12 < 17

≥ 17 < 25
7

RA3
Ø ≥ 25 < 55

≥ 25 < 40

- 0.6 / + 0.1 8 x 25 S 2.5 110
≥ 40 < 55 9

RA4
Ø ≥ 55 < 85 ≥ 55 < 85 11
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Features
n For roller burnishing many non-cylindrical surfaces such 

as end faces or tapers (internal and external).

n Tool applies force in the axial direction. 

n The burnishing force applied in the axial direction is 

transferred elastically from the machine to the burnish-

ing head via a disc spring assembly. 

n Machines all metal materials up to a tensile strength of 

1400 N/mm2 and a maximum hardness of HRC ≤ 45.

Advantages
n Reliable function, high degree of accuracy.

n Wide variety of contours and diameter combinations.

n Cost-effective due to an extremely short work cycle.

n Optimized spring characteristic for consistent work 

result.

n Can be used with almost any type of machine. Depend-

ing on the type of machine, either the tool or the 

workpiece can rotate.

n Tool shanks available for any clamping system.

n Wear parts are easy to exchange.

Design
n Consists of a basic tool body and a burnishing head.

n Tool bodies are available in four different sizes (S1 to 

S4).

n Tools have Morse tapers, but can also be equipped 

with straight shanks, shanks in accordance with  

DIN 69880 (VDI shanks) or shanks for other clamping 

systems.

n Tool bodies are equipped with disc spring assemblies. 

The springs are arranged at ECOROLL for optimum 

performance with the respective machining task.

n During production, the burnishing head is specially 

adapted for the workpiece dimensions and screwed 

onto the tool body. It determines the tool’s type desig-

nation.

Parameters 
n   Circumferential speeds up to 20 m/min.

n   Plunge-in process: max. 15 rotations.

Types RP, RK, RKA: 
Machining non-  
cylindrical surfaces 
End faces, tapers
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Roller burnishing an internal taper with type RK

Roller burnishing an end face of a gear housing   
with type RP



Ordering
The following information is required:

n Workpiece dimensions and tensile strength (the dimen-

sions of the burnishing heads and selection of the 

appropriate tool body size depend on the workpiece 

dimensions and material strength). 

n To design the tool correctly, we generally need work-

piece drawings and the material designation, tensile 

strength, yield strength and breaking elongation. If 

a drawing cannot be provided, we at least need the 

dimensions  specifi ed for the respective burnishing head 

and the tensile strength of the workpiece material.

The tool designation is generated as follows:

 R K  –  6 0 . 6  –  4 5 . 0  –  3 0 °  –  S 3  –  M K

Angle α 
(only for RK, RKA)

Diameter
 d

Tool 
body

Diameter
 d

Tool 
body

Shank

M
u
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Straight shank DIN 1835 B, Form B, ZS

VDI shank

Morse taper DIN 228, MK
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Features
n Can only be used with CNC-controlled machines with 

turrets for driven tools. A driven angle swivel head 

(fi xed or adjustable) is required in addition to the tool.

n Machines all metal materials up to a tensile strength of 

1400 N/mm2 and a maximum hardness of HRC ≤ 45. 

n Starting from a fi nished surface, the tool can achieve a 

surface quality of Rz < 1 µm / Ra ≤ 0.1 µm).

n Process description: The burnishing rollers contact the 

spherical surface, and in so doing, achieve the recom-

mended burnishing force (F). The feed is generated by 

the rotation of the workpiece.

Advantages
n Complete processing in one setting.

n Cost-effective due to an short work cycle.

n Changeover and auxiliary process time eliminated.

n No dust or residue.

n Requires minimal lubrication (oil or emulsion).

n Low energy consumption.

Design
n Consists of a compact tool body and a burnishing head.

n The main component of the tool body is the tool 

shank, the design of which corresponds with the 

mount in the driven angle head.

n The tool body is equipped with a disc spring assembly. 

The springs are arranged at ECOROLL for optimum 

performance with the respective machining task.

n The burnishing head is specially adapted for the work-

piece dimensions.

Parameters 
n   Circumferential speeds up to 200 m/min. possible.

Ordering
The following information is required:

n Specifi c ball diameter with component drawing.

n Tool shank specifi cation.

The tool designation is generated as follows:

Type RKAK: 
Machining balls
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Roller burnishing a ball with type RKAK

 R K A K  –  0 2 5 . 0 0  –  Z S 1 2  –  D I N 1 8 3 5 E

Ball diameter

Tool body Tool shank
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Types RH, RHA: 
Deep rolling fi llets 

RH: Internal machining
RHA: External machining

Features
n Deep rolling in a plunge-in process.

n Can be used with conventional or CNC-controlled 

lathes and machining centers.

n Complete processing in one setting.

n Rotation in either direction.

n Suspended rollers for even force distribution regardless 

of production tolerances.

Advantages
n Induces residual compressive stresses in the edge zone, 

which increases fatigue strength (especially important 

during cyclic loading).

n Increases the surface layer’s material strength through 

controlled cold working.

n Generates a smooth surface, which eliminates micro-

notches.

n Short work cycle (in one setting right after the cutting 

process).

n No set up time, just tool change.

n No transport costs.

n Low energy consumption.

Design
n RH and RHA tools consist of a basic tool body and a 

burnishing head.

n Standard shank: Morse taper or straight shank or any 

other clamping system by request. Equipped with disc 

spring assembly. Springs are arranged for optimum 

performance based on the machining task.

n Tool body: four different sizes available (S1 to S4).

n Burnishing head:

 – Specially adapted for the workpiece dimensions.

 – Screwed onto the tool body.

Parameters 
n   max. burnishing force: 40 kN.

n   max. machining radius: 4.0 mm.

n   max. tensile strength: 1400 N/mm2.

n   min. machining diameter (RH): > 17 mm.

n   min. machining diameter (RHA): > 4 mm.
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RH: Internal machining

RHA: External machining



Ordering
The following information is required:

1.  Workpiece dimensions

2.  Shank type:

 MK: Morse taper

 ZS: Straight shank

 Other clamping system

The tool designation is generated as follows:

 R H  –  0 1 6 . 0 0  –  0 1 . 0 0  –  S 2  –  Z S 2 0

Bore
diameter

Tool
shank

Tool body Workpiece 
radius
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Main dimensions (mm) Shank ø d 
(mm)

a b c b1 x

26-65 Depending on the workpiece ≥ 25
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Type MZG: 
Machining cylindrical 
surfaces

Features
n Roller burnishing tools with two rollers.

n Specially designed for roller burnishing in a plunge-in 

process.

n Roller pressure angle < 180°. No adjustment to roller 

clearance necessary. The burnishing force is controlled 

by tool positioning in X.

n Primary application area: Roller burnishing sealing 

surfaces for shaft seals (MZG01).

Advantages
n Finished surfaces without twisting marks.

n Complete processing in one setting following the cut-

ting process.

n Plunge-in process results in extremely short work cycle.

n Starting with a fi nished surface, a surface roughness of 

< 1 µm can be achieved in one pass.

Design
n Roller retainer.

n Tool retainer with clamping shank and disc springs.

n The axial motion of the roller retainer is directly trans-

ferred to the dial gauge.

Parameters 
n   Circumferential speed: 20 m/min.

n   Rotations while in contact: 4.

Ordering
The following information is required:

1. Workpiece and Ø. 

2. Version.

3. Shank size.

The tool designation is generated as follows:
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MZG

 M Z G 0 3  –  3 0  –  S L   2 5 X

Tool retainer 
Square shankDiameter

Tool body 
and version

Tool 
shank size
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Single-roller Mechanical Tools
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ECOROLL’s mechanical tools with single rollers are 

generally  used for roller burnishing. These tools can be 

used to machine a wide variety of complex contours, such 

as fi llets and grooves, as well as cylindrical and tapered 

external surfaces or bores. 

These tools are classifi ed into three series: EG, EF and FAK. 

The EG series includes tool types EG5, EG14, EG45 and 

EG90, which are suitable for use in the machining of cylin-

drical outer surfaces and bores, tapered bores, end faces 

and fi llets. The tools in the EF and FAK series are used to 

deep roll fi llets and thread root radii. 

Single-roller tools consist of a tool body, a burnishing 

head and a tool shank, which is equipped with a spring 

assembly  with no play, low friction and progressive action. 

In the normal version, the tool body contains a dial gauge 

that indirectly indicates the spring force. A measurement 

system for transmitting the spring force values by cable or 

wireless communication to an external display is available 

in special versions. The burnishing head is affi xed to the 

spring-loaded section of the tool body.

EG5 EG14

Roller burnishing 
a bore with  
EGI5-32

Roller 
burnishing  

a piston rod 
with EG5-1

Roller burnishing a spherical 
surface with EG5-08F

Roller burnishing a large crankshaft

Roller burnishing   
a piston rod

Roller burnishing   
a bearing housing

Roller burnishing   
a piston rod
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EG45

EF90

EF45

EG90

FAK

Roller 
burnishing  
groove

Roller burnishing 
a turbine shaft

Roller burnishing 
the fi llet of a  
train axle with 
an EG45-45T

Roller burnishing 
an end face of 
a fl ywheel with 
EG45-40M

Roller burnishing 
a train axle with 

EG45-40M

Deep rolling a 
transition radius

Deep rolling the 
thread root of 

external threads

Deep rolling the 
thread root of 
internal threads

Deep rolling  
the fi llet  
radius  of a  
high strength 
screw

Deep rolling  
a cylinder  
sleeve
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n EG5: Cost-effective roller burnishing of any linear, rota-

tionally symmetric surfaces of specifi ed dimensions.

n For contours, transition radii and groove fl anks:   

Ø of 8.5 mm and larger.

n For external surfaces (cylindrical or tapered), end faces 

(external or internal) and bores (cylindrical or tapered): 

Ø of 55 mm and larger.

Type EG5: 
Modular system for 
universal application
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Burnishing heads Tool shanks

EG5-1

EG5-1-25.00

EGI5-32

EG5-F

EG5-40M

Square shank SL / SLA
20, 25 and 32 mm

Capto, HSK, other 
special retainers

VDI DIN 69880

Example:
Standard tool 
EG5-1-SL20

Tool bodies

EG5

Dial gauge/Dial gauge 
protector

EG5-45°
(mainly used in connection 
with EG5-40M)
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Features
n For use on CNC-controlled or conventional lathes.

n Complete processing in one setting.

n Can achieve a surface quality of Rz < 1 µm / Ra ≤ 0.2 µm).

n Machines all metal materials up to a tensile strength of 

1400 N/mm2 and a maximum hardness of HRC ≤ 45.

n Symmetrical tool design allows either right or left hand 

operation.

n Feed in the direction of the arrow label on the tool.

n Rotation in either direction.

n Included with delivery: two replacement rollers in-

stalled in the cage.

Advantages
n Short work cycle, changeover and auxiliary process 

time eliminated.

n No dust or residue.

n Requires minimal lubrication (oil or emulsion).

n Adjustable support positioning enables infi nitely 

variable  burnishing force.

n Measurement of burnishing force enables consistent, 

controlled work result.

n Unrestricted roller face for roller burnishing shoulders 

and other edges.

n Guided roller head moves with no play and very low 

friction.

n Wear parts are easy to exchange.

Design
n Tools consist of a tool body, a burnishing head and a 

tool shank, which is equipped with a spring assembly 

with no play, low friction and progressive action. 

n In the normal version, the tool body contains a dial 

gauge that indirectly indicates the spring force. A 

measurement  system for transmitting the spring 

force values by cable or wireless communication to an 

external  display is available in special versions. 

n The burnishing head is affi xed to the spring-loaded 

section of the tool body.

n Burnishing head components: Roller (in a cage) and 

support roller (with large-scale needle bearing).

n Fixed roller clearance angle α.

Parameters 
n   Maximum circumferential speed: 150 m/min.

n   Maximum feed rate: 0.3 mm/rev.

n   Maximum burnishing force: 3000 N.

Type EG5: 
For external surfaces, 
end faces and
bores
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EG5-VDI

EG5-SL

EG5-SLA



Ordering
The following information is required:

1. Shank diameter. 

2.  Application:

 Available in three versions (various burnishing heads). 

Special version for machining tapers by request.

 Version 1: Machining bores and cylindrical surfaces.

 Version 2: Machining end faces. 

 Version 3: Machining cylindrical surfaces (feed toward 

tailstock).

The tool designation is generated as follows:

Note: 1)  Alternative sizes.

Tool body VDI shank:
Ø d1)

(mm)

Height
(mm)

Square shank
(mm)

Variable dimensions per version (mm)

1 2 3

h1 h2 p1) a b c e f g i k

EG5

20

45

67 16

78 82 120

64
111

78 84 1030 77 20
69

40 82 25 112

EG5, Version 1, Cylindrical surfaces

EG5, Version 2, End facesEG5, Version 2, End faces

EG5, Version 3, Cylindrical surfaces,    
Feed toward tailstock

Bore depth (mm) <– 16 > 66

Smallest bore diameter (mm) 55 140

 E G 5  –  3  –  V D I 3 0

Versions: 
See illustrations.

Tool type Shank:
VDI = DIN 69880
SL = Square shank
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Features
n For use on CNC-controlled or conventional lathes.

n Complete processing in one setting.

n Can achieve a surface quality of Rz < 1 µm / Ra ≤ 0.2 µm).

n Machines all metal materials up to a tensile strength of 

1400 N/mm2 and a maximum hardness of HRC ≤ 45.

n Symmetrical tool design allows either right or left hand 

operation.

n Feed in the direction of the arrow label on the tool.

n Rotation in either direction.

Advantages
n Short work cycle, changeover and auxiliary process 

time eliminated.

n No dust or residue.

n Minimum lubrication requirements (oil, emulsion)

n Adjustable support positioning enables infi nitely 

variable  burnishing force.

n Measurement of burnishing force enables consistent, 

controlled work result.

n Unrestricted roller face for roller burnishing shoulders 

and other edges.

n Wear parts are easy to exchange.

Design
n Tools consist of a tool body, a burnishing head and a 

tool shank, (equipped with a spring assembly with no 

play, low friction and progressive action). 

n The tool body contains a dial gauge that indirectly indi-

cates the spring force. Special version: with a measure-

ment system for transmitting the spring force values by 

cable or wireless communication to an external display. 

n The burnishing head is affi xed to the spring-loaded 

section of the tool body. Burnishing head components: 

Roller (in a cage) and support roller (with large-scale 

needle bearing).

n Fixed roller clearance angle α.

Parameters

Ordering
The following information is required:

1. Shank diameter. 

2.  Application:

 Available in four versions (various burnishing heads).

 Version 1 (EG5-08F, EG5-11F): Groove fl anks (face or 

circumference).

n max. burnishing depth: 20 mm for bores of 8.5 mm 

and larger (EG5-08F).

n max. burnishing depth: 30 mm for bores of 11 mm 

and larger (EG5-11F).

n The tool body’s spring assembly is positioned parallel 

to the workpiece surface.

n Burnishing head with fl oating roller is affi xed to the 

spring-loaded section of the tool body.

n For machining bores and cylindrical surfaces.

  

Type EG5: 
For contours, 
transition radii and 
groove fl anks, 
Ø of 8.5 mm and larger
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Tool Circumferential
speed

Feed

EG5-08F 80-100 m/min. 0.1-0.3 mm/rev.

EGI5-32
80-150 m/min. 0.1-0.3 mm/rev.

EGI5

EG5-40M
100-200 m/min. 0.1-0.5 mm/rev.

EG5-40M-45°

EG5-08F and EG5-11F
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 Version 2 (EGI5-32): For bores of Ø 32 mm and larger.

n max. burnishing length: 80 mm.

n The tool body’s spring assembly is positioned parallel 

to the workpiece surface.

n Burnishing head is affi xed to the spring-loaded 

section  of the tool body.

n The burnishing head consists of both a cage that 

guides the roller and a support roller with a large-

scale  needle bearing.

 Version 3 (EG5-40M): External surfaces with contours.

n Suitable for use with low and mid-level strength 

materials.

n The tool body’s spring assembly is positioned parallel 

to the workpiece surface.

n Burnishing head with an extremely narrow roller is 

affi xed to the spring-loaded section of the tool body.

n The roller is equipped with an integrated four-point 

bearing.

 Version 4 (EG5-40M-45˚): Cylindrical surfaces with

 connecting  radii up to the end face.

n Suitable for use with low and mid-level strength 

materials.

n The tool body’s spring assembly is positioned at   

a 45° angle to the workpiece surface.

n Burnishing head with an extremely narrow roller is 

affi xed to the spring-loaded section of the tool body.

n The roller is equipped with an integrated four-point 

bearing.

The tool designation is generated as follows:

EGI5-32

EG5-40M

Version Radius Shank

Tool type Diameter Tool body at 
45°

 E G 5  –  1  –  4 0 M  –  R 0 2 . 5 0  –  V D I 4 0  –  4 5 °

Tool VDI shank:
Ø d

(mm)

Height
(mm)

Square shank
(mm)

Main dimensions (mm)

h1 h2 p1) a b c d e f l

EG5-08F
20, 30, 40

40 67-91
20

25

32

106
53 95

8,5 / 
11,5 84

20 / 30

50 117

EGI5-32
20, 30, 40 150

58 99 32 24
80

50 161

EG5-40M
20, 30, 40

50 67-91

66
92 134

10 10

50 77

EG5-
40M-45°

20, 30, 40 136
65 115

30 30

50 147

EG5-40M-45°

Note:  1)  Alternative sizes.
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Features
n For use on CNC-controlled or conventional lathes.

n Also suitable for use on long bed lathes.

n Can achieve a surface quality of Rz < 1 µm / Ra ≤ 0.2 µm).

n Machines all metal materials up to a tensile strength of 

1400 N/mm2 and a maximum hardness of HRC ≤ 45.

Advantages
n Versatile, compact, inexpensive.

n Short cycle time.

n Complete processing in one setting; changeover and 

auxiliary process time eliminated.

Design
 

Parameters 
n   max. circumferential speed: 150 m/min.

n   max. feed rate: 0.3 mm/rev.

n   max. burnishing force: 2100 N.

Ordering
The following information is required:

1. Tool retainer.

2. Component drawing.

3. Square shank size     

(available thicknesses: 12, 16, 20 mm).

The tool designation is generated as follows:

Type EG5T: 
Cost-effective 
roller burnishing of any 
linear, rotationally symmetric 
surfaces of specifi ed dimensions

Tool retainer

Roller retainer 
(can be rotated 180°)Support

roller

Roller

Cage
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   E G 5 T  –  1  –  S L 1 6

1.Tool body type 3.Square shank

2. Version
(Version 1 = Forward 
feed direction, 
(Version 3 = Retracting 
feed direction)
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Types EG14 
and EG45: 
Overview

Modular system for 
universal application
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* Note: Depending on the burnishing head and the shank, tools are classifi ed as EG45 or EG14. The tool body is always EG14.

Tool types EG14 and EG45 have the same tool body. 

Depending  on the application, the tools are classifi ed as 

EG14 or EG45; the differences between these tools include 

the burnishing head and the shank.

Tool shanks

Square shank SL / SLA
20, 25 and 32 mm

VDI DIN 69880

Burnishing heads

EG45-40M

EG45-45T

EG45-55TS

Capto, HSK, other   
special retainers

Example:
Standard tool  
EG14-1-SL32

Tool bodies

EG14

EG14

Dial gauge/Dial gauge 
protector
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Features
n Machines cylindrical and tapered external surfaces, ex-

ternal or internal end faces and cylindrical and tapered 

bores (special version required for machining tapered 

surfaces). 

n For use on CNC-controlled or conventional lathes. 

n Complete processing in one setting. 

n Can achieve a surface quality of Rz < 1 µm / Ra ≤ 0.2 µm). 

n Machines all metal materials up to a tensile strength of 

1400 N/mm2 and a maximum hardness of HRC ≤ 45.

n Symmetrical tool design allows either right or left hand 

operation. 

n Rotation in either direction.

Advantages
n Short work cycle, changeover and auxiliary process 

time eliminated.

n No dust or residue.

n Requires minimal lubrication (oil or emulsion).

n Adjustable support positioning enables infi nitely 

variable  burnishing force.

n Measurement of burnishing force enables consistent, 

controlled work result.

n Unrestricted roller face for roller burnishing shoulders 

and other edges.

n Wear parts are easy to exchange.

Design
n Tools consist of a tool body, a burnishing head and a 

tool shank, which is equipped with a spring assembly 

with no play, low friction and progressive action. 

n In the normal version, the tool body contains a dial 

gauge that indirectly indicates the spring force. A 

measurement  system for transmitting the spring 

force values by cable or wireless communication to an 

external  display is available in special versions. 

n The burnishing head is affi xed to the spring-loaded 

section of the tool body.

n Fixed roller clearance angle α.

Parameters 
n   Maximum circumferential speed: 200 m/min.

n   Maximum feed rate: 0.5 mm/rev. feed in the 

direction  of the arrow label on the tool.

n   Maximum burnishing force: 10,000 N.

Type EG14: 
Machining 
external  surfaces 
and cylindrical  and 
tapered  bores
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Ordering
The following information is required:

1. Shank diameter. 

2.  Application:

 Available in three versions (various burnishing heads). 

Special version for machining tapers by request.

 Version 1: Machining bores and cylindrical surfaces.

 Version 2: Machining end faces. 

 Version 3: Machining cylindrical surfaces (feed toward 

tailstock).

The tool designation is generated as follows:

Note:  1)  Alternative sizes.

Tool body VDI shank:
Ø d1)

(mm)

Height
(mm)

Square 
shank
(mm)

Variable dimensions per version (mm)

1 2 3

h1 h2 p1) a b c x e f g i k

EG14

40

63

81

25 or 32 71
131

152 43

40
159

113
127

5050 90 45

60 110 150 50 166 124

Bore depth (mm) <– 25 <– 50 > 50

Smallest bore diameter (mm) 120 140 180
EG14, Version 1, Cylindrical surfaces

EG14, Version 2, End faces

EG14, Version 3, Cylindrical surfaces,   
Feed toward tailstock

 E G 1 4  –  3  –  V D I 5 0

Versions: 
See illustrations.

Tool type Shank:
VDI = DIN 69880,
mount on either side
SL = Square shank
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Type EG45: 
Machining 
transition radii, 
fi llets and contours

Features
n For use on CNC-controlled or conventional lathes with 

hydraulic duplicators. 

n Complete processing in one setting.

n Machines all metal materials up to a tensile strength of 

1400 N/mm2 and a maximum hardness of HRC ≤ 45. 

n Can achieve a surface quality of Rz < 1 µm / Ra ≤ 0.2 µm).

Advantages
n Eliminates micro-notches.

n Induces compressive stresses and cold working.

n Short work cycle, changeover and auxiliary process 

time eliminated.

n No dust or residue.

n Requires minimal lubrication (oil or emulsion).

n Infi nitely variable burnishing force.

n Measurement of burnishing force enables consistent, 

controlled work result.

n Wear parts are easy to exchange.

Design
n Tools consist of a tool body, a burnishing head and a 

tool shank, which is equipped with a spring assembly 

with no play, low friction and progressive action.

n In the normal version, the tool body contains a dial 

gauge that indirectly indicates the spring force.

n The burnishing head is affi xed to the spring-loaded 

section of the tool body.

Parameters 
n   Maximum circumferential speed: 300 m/min.

n   Maximum feed rate: 1 mm/rev.
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Ordering
The following information is required:

1. Shank diameter. 

2.  Component geometry:

 EG45-40M: Machines cylindrical surfaces with 

connecting  radii up to the end face.

n Suitable for use with low and mid-level strength 

materials.

n Equipped with an extremely narrow roller; due to its 

compact design, however, this roller bearing cannot 

withstand high loads.

n Up to 4,000 N.

 EG45-45T: Machines cylinders or end faces with 

connecting  transition radii up to 75°.

n High burnishing force; suitable for high strength 

materials.

n Floating rollers.

 EG45-45F: Machines convex and concave shapes in a 

plunge-in or feed process.

n Special version with specially shaped, fl oating roller.

3. Version 3: Available in three versions (various 

burnishing  heads).

 Version 1: Machines cylinder surfaces (including 

connecting  fi llets).

 Version 2: Machines faces on the chuck side (including 

connecting fi llets).

 Version 3: Machines cylindrical surfaces (feed toward 

tailstock).

EG45, Version 1, Cylindrical surfaces

EG45, Version 2, End faces

EG45, Version 3, Cylindrical surfaces,   
Feed toward tailstock
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Tool Workpiece radius R can be machined with 
roller radius r (mm)

0.8 1.2 1.6 2.5 4 6.3

EG45-40M 0,8 - 3 1,2 - 5 2,5 - 8 4 - 12 6 - 40

EG45-45T 0,8 - 3 1,2 - 5 2 - 8 3 - 12 5 - 20 8 - 63

EG45-45F Special rollers adapted for workpiece contour
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The tool designation is generated as follows:

 E G 4 5  –  1  –  4 5 T  –  R 2 . 5  –  V D I 5 0

Version Roller 
with 
radius 
2.5 mm

VDI shank
SL = Square shank

Tool type Roller diameter
and version

Note:  1) Alternative sizes.

Tool VDI shank:
Ø d1)

(mm)

Height
(mm)

Square 
shank
(mm)

Variable dimensions per version (mm)

1 2 3

h1 h2 p1) a b c e f g i k

EG45-45T
40, 50

63 81 -110
25 or 32

81
149

162
52 163

118
127

4860 156 170 134

EG45-40M
40, 50

69
129

150 108
126

60 136 134
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Type EG90: 
Cylinders, internal 
and external tapers 
and end faces

Features
n For machining any linear, rotationally symmetric 

surfaces  of specifi ed dimensions, together with 

connecting  radii or arched radii, such as cylinders, 

external or internal tapers or end faces.

n Any metal material that can be plastically formed, with 

a hardness up to 45 HRC, can be roller burnished.

n Starting with a fi nished surface, a surface roughness of 

Rz < 1 µm can be achieved in one pass.

Advantages
n Complete processing in one setting following the 

cutting  process on a lathe or machining center.

n Short cycle time when compared with processes that 

remove material.

n Designed for use on CNC-controlled machine tools, but 

the same advantages can be achieved on conventional 

lathes.

n The fl oating burnishing roller positioned in the feed 

direction is particularly advantageous because it 

enables machining right up to shoulders and other 

diffi cult  edges.

Design
n The tool body has a tool shank and a spring assembly 

with no play, low friction and progressive action.

n The normal version of the tool is equipped with a 

measuring  device.

n Special versions have a position sensor.

n Other components include a roller head and roller 

retainer.

Parameters 
n   max. circumferential speed: 250 m/min.

n   max. feed rate: 0.5 mm/rev.

n   max. burnishing force: 10,000 N.
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Ordering
The following information is required:

1. Type of tool retainer and machine tool.

2. Component drawing.

3. Application:

 Available in two versions (various burnishing heads). 

Special version for internal surfaces by request.

 Version 1: Machines external contours and bores with 

Ø 200 mm and larger (mounted on disc type turret).

 Version 2: Machines external contours and bores 

(mounted on disc type turret or vertical turret).

The tool designation is generated as follows:

Note: SL= Square shank, special roller designs and   
  other tool retainers available.

EG90 – 1 – 45T – 2 – 02.50 – VDI40

Version Roller radius DIN 69880, 
mount on 
either side

Tool
type

Roller design
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EG90-1-45T

Tool max. bur-
nishing 
force

max. 
machining 

radius

max. 
tensile

strength

Machining 
diameter

Main dimensions
(mm)

Shank Ø d 
(mm)

(kN) (mm) (N/mm2) (mm) a b c h h1

EG90 20 1.6 1400 ≥ 80 99 60 181 63 98 ≥ VDI 40
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Features
n For machining fillets on turned parts, such as shafts, 

screws, tension rods, torsion rods.

n Deep rolling in a plunge-in process.

n One floating roller.

n Burnishing force monitoring adjusted for the radius of 

the fillet using a dial gauge or sensor.

Advantages
n Can be used with conventional or CNC-controlled lathes.

n Complete processing in one setting.

n Allows either right or left hand operation.

n Rotation in either direction.

Design
n The tool body has a tool shank and a spring assembly 

with no play, low friction and progressive action.

n The normal version is equipped with a dial gauge that 

indirectly indicates the spring force. Special versions 

can include an inductive measuring system for external 

display of the spring force.

n Burnishing head with roller is affixed to the spring-

loaded  section of the tool body. The springs allow the 

roller retainer to move elastically when affected by 

radial or axial burnishing forces acting upon the tool 

retainer.

n A cage holds the roller, which is supported by a 

support  body with large-scale needle bearings.

Parameters 
n   max. circumferential speed: 20 m/min.

n   max. burnishing force: 20 kN.

Type EF45: 
Deep rolling fillets
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Ordering
The following information is required:

1. Type of tool retainer and machine tool.

2. Component drawing.

3. Fillet radius.

4. Material properties.

The tool designation is generated as follows:

Note:  SL = Square shank; special shanks by request.

Tool max. 
burnishing 

force

max. 
machining 

radius

max. 
tensile 

strength

Machining 
diameter

Main dimensions
(mm)

Shank Ø d 
(mm)

(kN) (mm) (N/mm2) (mm) a b c b1 x

EF45-17 10 1.2
1400

10 - 250
71 133 152 130 38 ≥ VDI 40

EF45-21 20 2.5 ≥ 40
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EF 45 – 1 – 17. 30 – 1.0 – VDI40

Leaf spring 
arrange-

ment at 45°

Roller
 positioning 

at 30°

Tool retainer in 
accordance with 

DIN 69880, mount 
on either side 

VersionSingle-
roller deep 
rolling tool

Roller radiusRoller Ø

EF45
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Type EF90: 
Deep rolling 
thread root radii 
on external threads
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Features
n Deep rolling thread root radii (external).

n Deep rolling in the machine’s thread cycle.

n Axially floating rollers compensate for minor 

positioning  errors.

n Automatic roller angle setting for various pitches.

n Machines right-hand and left-hand threads without 

conversion.

n Roller adapted to the thread root radius of the 

workpiece .

n Integrated pre-loading mechanism, no further X-axis 

adjustment required.

Advantages
n Can be used with conventional or CNC-controlled lathes.

n Complete processing in one setting.

n Allows either right or left hand operation.

n Rotation in either direction.

Design
n The tool body has a tool shank and a spring assembly 

with no play, low friction and progressive action.

n The normal version is equipped with a dial gauge that 

indirectly indicates the spring force. Special versions 

can include an inductive measuring system for external 

display of the spring force.

n Burnishing head with roller is affixed to the spring-

loaded  section of the tool body. The springs allow the 

roller retainer to move elastically when affected by 

radial or axial burnishing forces acting upon the tool 

retainer.

n The roller is suspended within the roller retainer with a 

slide bearing bolt.

n The roller mount swings such that the roller 

automatically  adjusts to the thread pitch. A set screw 

limits the roller’s pivoting angle.

Parameters 
n   max. circumferential speed: 20 m/min.

n   max. burnishing force: 15 kN.



Ordering
The following information is required:

1. Type of tool retainer and machine tool.

2. Component drawing.

3. Thread dimensions.

4. Thread root radius.

5. Material properties.

The tool designation is generated as follows:

Note: SL = Square shank; special shanks by request.

Tool max. 
burnishing 

force

max. 
machining 

radius

max. 
tensile 

strength

Machining 
diameter

Main dimensions
(mm)

Shank Ø d 
(mm)

(kN) (mm) (N/mm2) (mm) a b c b1 x

EF90 20 1.6 1400 ≥ 40 100 120 228 103 45 ≥ VDI 40
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EF 90 – 1 – 28.00 – 1.15 – VDI60

Leaf spring 
arrange-

ment at 90°

Shank 
DIN 69880, 
mount on 

either side

VersionSingle-
roller deep 
rolling tool

Thread root 
radius

Roller Ø

EF90
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Type HF90: 
Deep rolling 
thread root radii on 
external threads 
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Features
n Deep rolling of dynamically loaded external threads at 

the thread root (e.g. metric ISO threads or Whitworth 

threads).

n Hydraulic deep rolling tool (HGP series hydraulic unit 

available separately).

n Deep rolling in the machine’s thread cycle.

n Automatic roller angle setting for various thread pitches.

n For use on CNC-controlled lathes.

n Any metal material that can be plastically formed, up 

to a tensile strength of 1400 N/mm² or a yield strength 

of 1200 N/mm² can be roller burnished.

Advantages
n Complete processing in one setting.

n Axially floating rollers compensate for minor position-

ing errors.

Design
n HG90 tools consist of a basic tool body with a hydraulic 

following system and a deep rolling head.

n Depending on the version, the tool can be delivered 

with any of a variety of shanks (e.g. HSK, Capto, VDI or 

square).

Parameters 
n   max. circumferential speed: 20 m/min.

n   max. burnishing force: 20 kN.



Ordering
The following information is required:

1. Type of tool retainer and machine tool.

2. Component drawing.

3. Thread dimensions.

4. Thread root radius.

5. Material properties.

The tool designation is generated as follows:

Note:  SL = Square shank,      

  ZS = Straight shank; special shanks by request.

Tool max. 
burnishing 

force

max. 
machining 

radius

max. 
tensile 

strength

Machining 
diameter

Main dimensions
(mm)

Shank Ø d 
(mm)

(kN) (mm) (N/mm2) (mm) a a1 b b1 c e h

HF90 20 2.5 1400 ≥ 40 37 77 109 122 311 108 20 ≥ VDI 40
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HF90

HF 90 – 1 –  25.00 – 1.15 – VDI60

Series Shank 
DIN 69880, 
mount on 

either side

VersionHydraulic 
deep rolling 

tool for 
external 
threads 

Thread root 
radius

Roller Ø
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Type EFI90: 
Deep rolling 
thread root radii on 
internal threads
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Features
n Deep rolling thread root radii (internal).

n Deep rolling in the machine’s thread cycle.

n Axially fl oating rollers compensate for minor 

positioning  errors.

n Automatic roller angle setting for various pitches.

n Machines right-hand and left-hand threads without 

conversion.

n Roller adapted to the thread root radius of the 

workpiece .

n Integrated pre-loading mechanism, no further X-axis 

adjustment required.

Advantages
n Can be used with conventional or CNC-controlled 

lathes.

n Complete processing in one setting.

n Allows either right or left hand operation.

n Rotation in either direction.

Design
n The tool body has a tool shank and a spring assembly 

with no play, low friction and progressive action.

n The normal version is equipped with a dial gauge that 

indirectly indicates the spring force. Special versions 

can include an inductive measuring system for external 

display of the spring force.

n Burnishing head with roller is affi xed to the spring-

loaded section of the tool body. The springs allow the 

roller retainer to move elastically when affected by 

radial or axial burnishing forces acting upon the tool 

retainer.

n The roller is suspended within the roller retainer with 

a slide bearing bolt. The roller mount swings such that 

the roller automatically adjusts to the thread pitch. A 

set screw limits the roller’s pivoting angle.

Parameters 
n   max. circumferential speed: 20 m/min.

n   max. burnishing force: 15 kN.



Ordering
The following information is required:

1. Type of tool retainer and machine tool.

2. Component drawing.

3. Thread dimensions.

4. Thread root radius.

5. Material properties.

The tool designation is generated as follows:

Note: SL = Square shank,      

 ZS = Straight shank; special shanks by request.
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Tool max. bur-
nishing 
force

max. 
machining 

radius

max. 
tensile 

strength

Machining 
diameter

Main dimensions
(mm)

Shank Ø d 
(mm)

(kN) (mm) (N/mm2) (mm) a b c b1 b2 x

EFI90 20 1.6 1400 ≥ 80 142 324 229 307 42 ≥ VDI 40

EFI 90 – 28.00 – 0.97 – VDI60

Shank 
DIN 69880, 
mount on 

either side

Single-roller deep 
rolling tool for 

internal threads 

Thread root 
radius

Roller Ø

EFI90
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Type HFI90: 
Deep rolling 
thread root radii on 
internal threads 
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Features
n Deep rolling of dynamically loaded internal threads 

at the thread root (e.g. metric ISO threads, Whitworth 

threads or conical threads for the oil industry).

n Hydraulic deep rolling tool (HGP series hydraulic unit 

available separately).

n Deep rolling in the machine’s thread cycle.

n The deep rolling force is determined by the hydraulic 

pressure. The required pressure depends on 

 the size of the thread root radius and the material  

strength.

n Automatic roller angle setting for various pitches.

n For use on CNC-controlled lathes.

n Any metal material that can be plastically formed, 

up to a breaking strength of 1400 N/mm² or a yield 

strength of 1200 N/mm² can be roller burnished.

Advantages
n Complete processing in one setting.

n Axially floating rollers compensate for minor 

positioning  errors.

n No radial force is transferred to the machine because 

the rollers are offset by 180°. This allows high deep 

rolling forces to be applied.

Design
n HFI90 tools consist of a basic tool body and a deep 

rolling  head.

n While the tool body remains the same for all of the 

thread sizes to be machined, the deep rolling head is 

changed to adapt to the thread size and design.

n The tools are equipped with a modular interface for 

mounting the tool shanks required by the machine.

Parameters 
n   max. circumferential speed: 20 m/min.

n   max. burnishing force: 40 kN.



Ordering
The following information is required:

1. Type of tool retainer and machine tool.

2. Component drawing.

3. Thread dimensions.

4. Thread root radius.

5. Material properties.

The tool designation is generated as follows:

Note:  ZS = Straight shank; special shanks by request.
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Tool max. 
burnishing 

force

max. 
machining 

radius

max. 
tensile 

strength

Machining 
diameter

Main dimensions
(mm)

Shank Ø d 
(mm)

(kN) (mm) (N/mm2) (mm) a a1 b b1 c

HFI90 20 1.6 1400 ≥ 80 122 191 404 141 170 ≥ VDI 40

HFI 90 – 25.00 – 0.1 – VDI60

Shank 
DIN 69880, 
mount on 

either side

Hydraulic 
deep rolling tools 

for internal threads 

Thread root 
radius

Roller Ø

HFI90
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Type FA: 
Deep rolling 
large radii in 
thread roots
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Features
n Deep rolling of dynamically loaded external threads, 

such as those used in the oil industry).

n Hydraulic deep rolling tool (HGP series hydraulic unit 

available separately).

n The set hydraulic pressure determines the deep rolling  

force. The constant, consistent hydraulic pressure 

compensates for workpiece tolerances and machine 

positioning errors, while the deep rolling force remains 

constant.

n Available deep rolling forces up to 60 kN.

n Any metal material that can be plastically formed, 

up to a breaking strength of 1400 N/mm² or a yield 

strength of 1200 N/mm² can be roller burnished.

n Automatic roller angle setting for various pitches.

n Automatic adjustment allows conical threads to be 

machined as well.

Advantages
n Force-locking version: no deep rolling forces are 

transferred into the machine tool; due to the C-shaped 

design, the forces are absorbed by the tool.

n Axially floating rollers compensate for minor 

positioning  errors.

Design
n FA tools consist of a tool retainer, a hydraulic cylinder, 

the side parts and the lever as well as the upper and 

lower thread boxes.

Parameters 
n   max. circumferential speed: 20 m/min.

n   max. burnishing force: 60 kN.
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Type FAK90: 
Deep rolling 
thread root radii on 
external threads 

Features
n Deep rolling thread root radii (external).

n Deep rolling in the machine’s thread cycle.

n Axially fl oating rollers compensate for minor 

positioning  errors.

n Automatic roller angle setting for various pitches.

n Machines right-hand and left-hand threads without 

conversion.

n Roller adapted to the thread root radius of the 

workpiece .

n Integrated pre-loading mechanism, no further X-axis 

adjustment required.

Advantages
n Can be used with conventional or CNC-controlled 

lathes.

n Complete processing in one setting.

n Allows either right or left hand operation.

n Rotation in either direction.

Design
n The tool body has a tool shank and a spring assembly 

with no play, low friction and progressive action.

n The normal version is equipped with a dial gauge that 

indirectly indicates the spring force. Special versions 

can include an inductive measuring system for external 

display of the spring force.

n Burnishing head with roller is affi xed to the spring-

loaded  section of the tool body. The springs allow the 

roller retainer to move elastically when affected by 

radial or axial burnishing forces acting upon the tool 

retainer.

n The roller is suspended within the roller retainer with 

a slide bearing bolt. The roller mount swings such that 

the roller automatically adjusts to the thread pitch. A 

set screw limits the roller’s pivoting angle.

Parameters 
n   max. circumferential speed: 20 m/min.

n   max. burnishing force: 25 kN.
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Ordering
The following information is required:

1. Type of tool retainer and machine tool.

2. Component drawing.

3. Thread dimensions.

4. Thread root radius.

5. Material properties.

The tool designation is generated as follows:

Note:  SL = Square shank.    

   ZS = Straight shank; special shanks by request.

Tool max. 
burnishing 

force

max. 
machining 

radius

max. 
tensile

strength

Machining 
diameter

Main dimensions
(mm)

Shank Ø d 
(mm)

(kN) (mm) (N/mm2) (mm) b b1 c x h1 h2

FAK90 20 1.6 1400 ≥ 80 149 121 298 69 100 139 ≥ VDI 40

FAK 90 – 1 – 25.00 – 1.15 – VDI60

Leaf spring 
arrange-

ment at 90°

Shank 
DIN 69880, 
mount on 

either side

VersionHydraulic 
deep rolling 

tools for 
internal 
threads 

Thread root 
radius

Roller Ø

FAK90
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Type FAK120: 
Deep rolling fillets and 
cylindrical surfaces 
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Features
n Deep rolling of contours or large fillets in a feed process.

n Roller unit with tapered roller bearings for feed process .

Advantages
n Can be used with conventional or CNC-controlled lathes.

n Complete processing in one setting.

n Allows either right or left hand operation.

n Rotation in either direction.

Design
n The tool body has a tool shank and a spring assembly 

with no play, low friction and progressive action.

n The normal version is equipped with a dial gauge that 

indirectly indicates the spring force. Special versions 

can include an inductive measuring system for external 

display of the spring force.

n Burnishing head with roller is affixed to the spring-

loaded  section of the tool body. The springs allow the 

roller retainer to move elastically when affected by 

radial or axial burnishing forces acting upon the tool 

retainer.

n The roller retainer holds the robust roller in its sturdy 

bearing.

Parameters 
n   max. circumferential speed: 100 m/min.

n   max. burnishing force: 35 kN.



Ordering
The following information is required:

1. Type of tool retainer and machine tool.

2. Component drawing.

3. Thread dimensions.

4. Thread root radius.

5. Material properties.

The tool designation is generated as follows:

Note:  Special retainers by request.

Tool max. 
burnishing 

force

max. 
machining 

radius

max. 
tensile 

strength

Machining 
diameter

Main dimensions
(mm)

Tool retainer

(kN) (mm) (N/mm2) (mm) a b c f

FAK120 35 4.0 1400 ≥ 80 256 179 126
Depending on 
the machine
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FAK 120 – R06.0 – Prisma 115

Roller Ø

Deep rolling
tool for external 

contours

Tool retainer in 
accordance with 

VDI 3425-3

Roller radius

FAK
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Hydrostatic Tools – HG Series: 
Overview
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The hydrostatic tools in the ECOROLL HG series are used to 

roller burnish and deep roll internal and external surfaces, 

highly complex contours and free-form surfaces. These 

tools can be used on all common machine tools, e.g. CNC-

controlled lathes, milling machines and drilling machines 

as well as machining centers and conventional machine 

tools. The universal tool system can be used with both 

rotating  and stationary workpieces. Any metal material  

up to a hardness of 65 HRC can be machined. 

The heart of the tools in the HG series is a roller burnish-

ing element that consists of a ball insert and a follow-

ing system. The ball insert contains a special ball made 

of hard material, which functions as a rolling element 

when it contacts the workpiece surface. To operate the 

hydrostatic tools, cooling lubricant (emulsion or oil) fl ows 

into the tool under high pressure, which creates a hydro-

static bearing for the ball. The pressure medium is used 

to press the ball into the surface at a defi ned burnishing 

pressure, causing surface deformation. To generate this 

high pressure , ECOROLL offers either various versions of 

external  hydraulic units or driven tools with integrated 

high pressure pumps.

The tools are identifi ed and classifi ed by the size of the 

balls used. Balls with diameters in a range of 1.2 - 28 mm 

are available, resulting in a tool series from HG1.2 to 

HG28. The HG6 tool, for example, has a ball with a diam-

eter of 6 mm. 

HG ball and ball retainerFollowing system
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Tools in the HG series can also be used for dry machining. 

In this case, a mixture of compressed air and oil is used 

(minimum lubrication) is used as the pressure medium. All 

of the tools provided with automatic following systems  

(series tools HG3 through HG13) do not require any con-

version in order to function with compressed air and mini-

mum lubrication . In this way, materials up to a hardness of 

45 HRC can be machined.

Deep rolling the lower shank section, radius and plate of 
a valve

Hard roller burnishing a cam shaft

Roller burnishing a ball joint

Schematic of the entire process

Pressure supply:
High pressure unit � Machine � Rotating union � Tool
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HG Series

Features
n Used to roller burnish and deep roll complex contours.

n For hard machining of workpieces made of hardened 

steel and other hardened alloys up to 65 HRC (except 

for HG2 and HG25).

 n All of the tools provided with automatic following 

systems  (series tools HG3 through HG13) and can be 

operated with compressed air and minimum lubrication.

n Depending on the process, the tool, pressure supply 

and machine type required for the tool can vary:

Workpiece/Process Tool/Version Pressure supply Machine type

 External machining

Cylindrical contours HGx-9; HGx-19; HGx-5; HGx-7
HGP3/HGP6

Integrated high pressure 
pump

Conventional/
CNC-controlled lathe

Tapered contours HGx-9; HGx-19; HGx-5; HGx-7
HGP3/HGP6

Integrated high pressure 
pump

CNC-controlled lathe

End faces HGx-9; HGx-19; HGx-5; HGx-7
HGP3/HGP6

Integrated high pressure 
pump

CNC-controlled lathe

Transition radii HGx-9; HGx-19; HGx-5; HGx-7
HGP3/HGP6

Integrated high pressure 
pump

CNC-controlled lathe 
(Mill-turn machine)

Free-form surfaces, 
sealing groove HGx-9; HGx-19; HGx-5; HGx-7

HGP3/HGP6
Integrated high pressure 

pump

CNC-controlled lathe, 
machining  center

Ball machining HGx-10 
(swivelling tool) HGP3/HGP6 CNC-controlled lathe

Narrow cylinders HGx-20
(3-point tool) HGP3/HGP6 Conventional/

CNC-controlled lathe

Machines 
thin-walled compo-
nents on both sides 

HGx-29 
(pincer-shaped tool) HGP3/HGP6 CNC-controlled lathe, 

machining  center

 Internal machining

Cylindrical 
bores  HGx-1 / HGx-2 HGP3/HGP6 Conventional/

CNC-controlled lathe

Tapered bores, fillets, 
complex internal con-
tours, cylindrical bores

HGx-2P / HGx -11 HGP3/HGP6 Conventional/
CNC-controlled lathe

Extra-long cylindrical 
bores HG13-4 HGP3/HGP6 Deep hole drilling machine/

Conventional lathe

Note:  In the designation HGx-y, x indicates the ball size and y the design version (details regarding the versions  
 are found under “Ordering”). For further details regarding the HGP series, see “Accessories for the HG Series”.



Advantages
n Increases the fatigue strength and service life of 

dynamically  loaded components.

n Induces compressive stresses in the edge zone.

n Simultaneously smoothes the surface.

n Wide variety of application options reduces production 

costs.

n The hydrostatically loaded ball rotates completely 

without contact in all directions – even at high speeds.

n The following system in the burnishing element keeps 

the gap between the ball and the retainer constant, 

regardless of the clearance to the workpiece.

n If there is a change in position, the burnishing element 

follows the workpiece contour within the tool stroke 

without changing the burnishing force.

n When the compressed air system is used:

 –  Environmental stresses are reduced. 

 –  Enormous cost saving potential:    

     no costs for purchasing or disposing of lubricants.
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Machining a hard punch with HG6 saves time because it 
eliminates another process (polishing).

Machining a torque converter housing with HG13 to 
optimize sliding properties.

Internal machining with a HG6 tool. Interrupted surfaces 
can also be machined.

Deep rolling a control piston to increase its service life.

Hard roller burnishing the 
bore of a roller with HG6 
eliminates an extra lapping 
operation.

Roller burnishing the ball 
zone of a bevel gear.
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Design
n The HG series includes many different versions with 

modular designs and ball diameters in a range from  

2 – 25 mm: 

n HG burnishing elements by ball size Parameters

Note: In general, the workpiece contours determine the 
ball size. To induce the maximum level of compressive  
stresses by deep rolling, select the tool with the 
largest  possible ball.

Note: Circumferential speeds can, in certain circumstances, 
be increased substantially.

Type Permissible 
contact angle at 
the ball’s crown 

point

Stroke (s) 
in mm

Length (l) 
in mm

HG2 ± 22.5° 4 35

HG3 ± 22.5° 4 42

HG4 ± 30° 5 50

HG6 ± 30° 5 50

HG10 ± 30° 8.5 65

HG13 ± 35° 8.5 69

HG19 ± 35° 10 88 

HG25 ± 30° 8.5 82

Tool
type

Max. 
burnishing 
force in N

Max. 
circumferential 

speed 
in m/min.

Max. feed 
rate in 

mm/rev.

HG2 90 250 0.1

HG3 250 250 0.1

HG4 550 250 0.15

HG6 1000 250 0.2

HG10 2200 250 0.25

HG13 4000 250 0.5

HG19 9000 250 0.75

HG25 4000 250 0.75

HG2

-2

-9

-5

-7

-9E270°

-19

-10

HG3

HG4

HG6

HG10

HG13

HG25

-9E270°



Ordering
Tool in the HG series are available in a wide variety of ver-

sions in order to cover many application areas. In addition 

to the ball size, the tools are classified according to version. 

In the designation HGx-y, x indicates the ball size and y the 

design version. For example, HG6-2 contains a ball with a 

diameter of 6 mm and is suitable for machining cylindrical 

bores. The following table lists the most significant design 

versions and their related applications (for further details 

regarding each version, see the following pages).

The complete tool designation is generated as follows:

Designation Applications

HGx-1 Inside diameters (cylindrical and tapered bores) > 19 mm

HGx-2 Internal machining > 70 

HGx-4 Internal machining > 50 mm, 2-point tool for long components

HGx-5 For machining external and end faces

HGx-6 Ball machining 

HGx-7 End faces and free-form surfaces

HGx-9 External machining of rotationally symmetric surfaces (cylinders, tapers, end faces, fillets, balls)

HGx-10 Ball machining

HGx-11 Internal machining of cylindrical bores > 6 mm, 2-point tool for small and long components 

HGx-19 Like HGx-9, but with tool shank according customer requirements

HGx-20 3-point tool (3 balls), for narrow outside diameters

HGx-29 2-point tool (2 balls) for machining both sides of both sides of disc-like and thin-walled components 
(such as turbine blades) in one pass, starting at a thickness of 0.8 mm

HG13 – 9 – L – 15° – SLK – 25

Setting 
angle α

Tool
type and 
ball size

Version

VDI = VDI shank
SL = Square shank
SLK = Short square 
shank (for DIN 
89880 retainers)

L = Left
R = Right

K = Ball (HGx–6)
H = Fillet (HGx-6)

Tool shank 
size

HG6 – 5 – E – 90° – VDI20 – Sauter

Setting 
angle α

Tool
type and 
ball size

Version

VDI = VDI shank
SL = Square shank
SLK = Short square 
shank (for DIN 
89880 retainers)

E = Burnishing 
element

Turret
(HGx-5 and 
HGx-6 only)
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HGx-9, HGx-19:     
Operation with external pressure supply 
n Also required are a hydraulic unit and high pressure  

supply.

n For machining any rotationally symmetric component 

and irregular free-form surfaces.

n For roller burnishing and deep rolling any metal mate-

rial or hardened material up to a hardness of 65 HRC.

n Burnishing force is pressure dependent, so the process 

can be monitored for consistent product quality.

HGx-9
n Universal, standard version. 

n Can be used with conventional or CNC-controlled lathes.

n Standard square shanks, 20 - 32 mm available (SL = long, 

SLK = short).

n Versions available for right- or left-handed use.

n Setting angle α = 0 - 90˚ in 15˚ increments available.

n Pressure is supplied from the side or rear through the 

square shank.

n HG2-9 only suitable for use with components with 

hardnesses ≤ 45 HRC. Tool is mounted on an integrated 

square shank, but also available with adapter for use 

with standard square shanks.

External machining

Tool Fillet R a b b1 c h Setting angle α

HG2-9E45°-SL
> 2.5

57

32

61 205

20
25
32

45°

HG2-9V70°-SL 68 72 216 10° or 80°

HG3-9E45°-SL
> 4

69 73 217 45°

HG3-9V70°-SL 80 84 228 10° or 80°

HG6-9._-SL(K) > 5 66 33 216(148) 0°, 15°, 30°, 60° 
or 90°HG13-9._-SL(K) > 10 80 96 228(160)

HG6-9E270-SL(K) > 5 90 276(208) Can be adjusted 
in 15° incrementsHG13-9E270-SL(K) > 10 111 298(230)
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HGx-19      
n For use on CNC-controlled lathes with turrets.

n Versions available for right- or left-handed use.

n Setting angle α = 0 - 90˚ in 15˚ increments.

n Pressure is supplied from the side at the tool body.

n Interface depends on the machine: ZS, VDI, HSK or 

Capto shank available.

HGx-5  
n External machines on CNC-controlled lathes.

n Integrated high pressure pump; pressure supply 

installation  not required.

n Ready for operation as soon as it is inserted in the 

turret .

n Available with VDI tool retainers (DIN 69880) for a   

ø range of 20 - 80 mm and all common drive systems.

n Symmetrical tool design and VDI tool retainer allow 

either right or left hand operation.

n A pressure measurement device is required to set up 

the tool.

HGx-5, HGx-7:     
Operation with integrated high pressure 
pump 
n Machine tool specifi cally for use with driven tools 

required.

n For machining any rotationally symmetric components.

n For roller burnishing and deep rolling any metal mate-

rial or hardened material up to a hardness of 65 HRC.

n Burnishing force is pressure dependent, so the process 

can be monitored for consistent product quality.

Note:  1)  Other dimensions apply for drives other than the VDI shank. Please contact us.
 2)  Setting angles of 0°, 60° and 90° possible by changing the adapter (please ask about modifi ed dimensions).

Tool Fillet R a b1) b1
1) c d h Setting angle α

HG6-5_°-VDI > 5 100 89 142 130 20 or 30 50

30°2)HG6-5_°-VDI > 5 109
91

109 164 40 or 50 85 or 100

HG13-5_°-VDI > 10 128 162 178 60 or 80 125 or 160
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HGx-7  
n For roller burnishing and deep rolling rotationally 

symmetric components and free-form surfaces made 

of any metal material or hardened material up to a 

hardness  of 65 HRC.

n External machining on milling machines, machining 

centers and lathes (mill-turn).

n For machining complex contours (mold and die 

production , machining row by row).

n Integrated high pressure pump; pressure supply 

installation  not required.

n Drive adapter with torque support, available tool 

retainers: SK, CAT, HSK, CAPTO, KM.

HGx-10:      
Operation with external pressure supply 
n Swivel device enables continuous tool tracking during 

the process.

n Also required are a hydraulic unit and high pressure 

supply as well as a guide pin on the lathe.

n Can be used with conventional or CNC-controlled 

lathes.

n Special version for roller burnishing ball surfaces.

n Standard square shanks, 20 - 32 mm available (SL = long, 

SLK = short).

HGx-20     
n Specially designed for the external machining of 

narrow , cylindrical round rods ≥ Ø 0.5 mm.

n 3-point tool with three hydrostatically loaded balls 

prevents the workpiece from fl exing.

n Standard version with square shank; alternative tool 

retainers available.

HGx-20, HGx-29:     
HG special tools     
n  Operation with external pressure supply; also required    

     are a hydraulic unit and high pressure supply.
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HGx-29     
n For machining both sides of both sides of disc-like and 

thin-walled components (such as turbine blades) in one 

pass on CNC-controlled machine tools.

n For roller burnishing and deep rolling any metal mate-

rial or hardened material up to a hardness of 65 HRC.

n Because the burnishing force is pressure dependent, 

the process is easy to monitor, enabling consistent 

product quality.

n Standard version with straight shank; alternative tool 

retainers available.
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HGx-1, HGx-2, HGx-2P, HGx-4, HGx-11:  
Operation with external pressure supply  
n Also required are a hydraulic unit and high pressure  

supply.

HGx-1
n For bores ≥ 19 mm. 

n Ball diameter max. 6 mm. 

n For use on lathes, boring mills and machining centers.

n Available as a rotating tool with special rotating  

union DD.

n The ball insert is at the end of a lever activated by the 

following system in the tool body.

n Initial, approximate diameter setting by positioning in 

the radial direction.

n Finer setting takes place automatically with the 

following  system.

HGx-2     
n For bores ≥ 70 mm (HG6-2) and ≥ 125 mm (HG13-2).

n Standard tool retainer, cylindrical Ø 50 mm.

n Rigid, bend-proof version, available for burnishing 

lengths up to 800 mm.

n Equipped with standard burnishing elements.

Internal machining

Tool Diameter range 
D

(all dimensions 
in mm)

Burnishing length 
T

a b Ø e f l

HG6-1 ≥ 19 50/80/125 106 131/161/206 40 136 60/90/135

Tool Diameter range 
D

(all dimensions 
in mm)

Burnishing length 
T

a b Ø e f l

HG6-2 ≥ 70 200/400/600/800 53 50 145 T+40
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Tool Diameter range 
D

(all dimensions 
in mm)

Burnishing length 
T

a b Ø e f l

HG13-4 ≥ 50 Unlimited 49 BTA connection 
by order 260

HGx-2P   
n With cartridge burnishing element HG6 (ball Ø 6 mm).

n For internal machining of narrow, cylindrical bores.

n Can be used with conventional or CNC-controlled 

lathes.

n Cylindrical tool retainer with clamping face.

n max. burnishing length: 350 mm.

HGx-4  
n For extra-long (≥ 800 mm) bores in a Ø range of   

50 - 150 mm (larger diameters by request).

n For use on deep hole drilling machines or conventional 

lathes.

n BTA boring bar connection.

n 2-point tool prevents bending for long burnishing 

lengths.

n Approximate centering in the bore achieved by the 

guide pads on the tool body.

HGx-11
n For roller burnishing and deep rolling small bores   

≥ 6 mm.

n 2-point tool prevents bending for long burnishing 

lengths.

n Suitable for use with slightly trumpet-shaped bores 

(connecting rods).

n Available as a stationary or rotating tool with special 

rotating union DD.

Tool Diameter range 
D

(all dimensions 
in mm)

Burnishing length 
T

a b Ø e f l

HG6-2P ≥ 40 200/300 38 40 120 200/350
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Features
HGP hydraulic units provide a source of pressure for 

operating  HG series tools without integrated high pressure 

pumps:

n For use with all machine tools without tool drives.

n Mobile or fi xed versions available.

n Two series: 

 - HGP3: Pmax. = 200 bar

 - HGP6: Pmax. = 400 bar

n Electric motor drive: 220V, 1 phase or 400 V, 3 phase, 

depending  on the HGP version (motors for other 

voltages  by request).

n Control with M-function for CNC-controlled lathes 

available.

Accessories for the HG Series: 
HGP hydraulic units and   
immersion pump units
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HGP 6.0 Immersion pump unit

HGP 6.5
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Accessories for the HG Series: 
Rotating Unions
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Features
n ECOROLL rotating unions are required if tools with 

external pressure supply are used on CNC-controlled 

lathes with turrets. With the rotating union, the turret 

can function fully and uninterrupted pressure supply is 

ensured. 

n The DE rotating union is used to supply a single tool. 

n The DS rotating union can supply up to 4 tools with 

pressure.

Selective Rotating Unions (DS)
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Accessories for the HG Series: 
ToolScope 
Process monitoring during deep rolling with HG tools
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The ToolScope system enables the continuous monitoring  

and documentation of the critical process parameters 

used in deep rolling. When using the hydrostatic deep 

rolling tools in the HG series, the parameters relevant to 

the process, the operating pressure and the fl ow rate, are 

monitored and recorded. ToolScope recognizes deviations  

from the process parameter specifi cations immediately, 

resulting in an error message. The process can only 

continue after the error has been checked and cleared, 

which signifi cantly reduces rejects, reworking and related 

damage. Moreover, ToolScope provides process documen-

tation, which offers proof of adherence to the specifi ed 

process parameters.

Features
n Self-teaching process monitoring.

n Achieves qualifi ed machining processes.

n Highly accurate signal recording.

n Machining processes can be reproduced.

n Touchscreen operation.

Note: For further information about process monitoring 

and documentation of deep rolling parameter, see the 

chapter on “Process Monitoring”.

ToolScope Touch Panel PC

Independent monitoring system
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Process monitoring with tolerance bands

Visualization of parameter limit violations 

System architecture for Siemens control

Error message

Start signal
On/Off

Control

Process

Hydraulic 
unit

Time

Process error (error signal available)

M
ea

su
re

Maximum limit, self-teaching

Tolerance limit, self-teaching

Signal amplitude

Tolerance bands (time)
Deep rolling – Pressure

Time

Time

Deep rolling – Flow

Switch on 
monitoring 

Confi guration Less precise 
monitoring

Better 
monitoring 

Switch on self-
teaching 

Service

Pr
es

su
re

Fl
ow

 [l
it

er
s 

pe
r 

m
in

ut
e]

Tolerance bands (time)
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The OMEGA system (RDO, RIO) by ECOROLL combines 

skiving and roller burnishing in one tool for the produc-

tion of hydraulic cylinders and cylinder tubes. The OMEGA 

skiving head achieves the required dimensions and form, 

while the roller burnishing head smoothes the surface. 

This combination has almost completely replaced honing, 

the other production process used for these products be-

cause this combination offers unequaled speed and cost-

effectiveness . With the modular OMEGA building block 

system, the optimum tools for any tube quality or process-

ing length can be confi gured.

For various reasons, individual tubes are simply skived 

(without subsequent roller burnishing) or both processes 

are carried out separately in two passes. For this reason, 

all of the skiving heads in the SK series are available both 

as individual tools and in combination with type GZ roller 

burnishing tools for the internal machining of hydraulic  

cylinders and cylinder tubes. On the fi rst pass, the SK 

skiving  head skives the cylinder; on the second pass, the GZ 

tool roller burnishes the surface. Special blind hole skiving 

heads are available for cylinders with blind holes or steps.

Overview of the OMEGA System
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ECOROLL tools in the SKIO and GZ series can completely 

process short hydraulic cylinders with a length to diameter 

ratio of approx. L/Ø ≤ 15 directly on a lathe. In this process, 

a skiving head is fi rst used to prepare the cylinder, and 

following an automatic tool change, fi ne machining takes 

place with a separate roller burnishing tool. In general, 

this process requires two tool settings, each equipped with 

a boring bar.*

SKIO skiving tool

GZ roller burnishing tool

* The second boring bar is not required if the tool is equipped with a quick change interface. In this case, tools for drilling out,  
 skiving and roller burnishing can be automatically exchanged and applied one after the other.
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Features
n Two tools in one for skiving and roller burnishing (RDO, 

RIO), 3 tools in one (RIOA) for drilling out, skiving and 

roller burnishing, 4 tools in one (RIOA quattro) for pre-

drilling  , drilling out, skiving and roller burnishing in 

one process.

n Tubes with errors in circular form of up to 0.5 mm in the 

radial direction are skived into the correct shape in one 

pass. The remaining error in circular form is 0.01 mm. 

 At the same time, existing ripples in the longitudinal 

direction are reduced.

n Diameter tolerances of IT8 or IT9; surface roughnesses 

Ra = 0,05 - 0.4 (Rz = 0.5 - 2 µm) can be achieved.

n In order to ensure suffi cient lubrication of the sealing 

lips, targeting roughnesses less than Ra = 0.2   

(Rz  = 1.0 µm) is not recommended.

n The design of the control system (RETRAC or an 

international  system) determines which tool series to 

use (RIO or RDO, see Table 1: Control systems).

Advantages
n Improved circular and cylindrical form; rippling is 

prevented  or reduced.

n Shorter processing time due to greater speeds and 

feed rates.

n Tubes with greater form faults can be machined   

in one pass.

n Greater cutting depth possible.

n Cutters last longer.

n Less auxiliary processing time required.

n Diameter adjustment is easy.

n Wear parts can be easily replaced (cage, internal cone 

and rollers) due to quick connectors, which reduces 

machine down time for this maintenance.

n Segmented cages also simplify the replacement of 

rollers  for Ø ≥ 205 mm.

The OMEGA System (RDO, RIO): 
2, 3 or 4 tools in one for the 
internal  machining of hydraulic 
cylinders and cylinder tubes

Improving circular form

Central diameter adjust-
ment

Segmented cage

RETRAC system International system

Control 
cycle

Pressureless 
process, 

retraction 
with approx. 

20 bar hydraulic 
pressure 

Process: 100 bar 
hydraulic  pressure,

retraction: pressureless

Area of 
use Primarily Europe Worldwide

Activation 
cylinder

RETRAC cylinder 
installed

in boring bar
Integrated into tool

Quick 
coupling

Mechanical in 
the threaded 
connection 

between boring 
bar/tool

Hydraulic in the 
threaded  connection

Boring bar/tool

Compat-
ible tools

RDO 
(combined 

skiving  and roller 
burnishing )

RIOA, RIOF, RIOK 
(2, 3 or 4 tools in one: skiv-

ing/roller burnishing, drilling 
out/skiving/roller burnishing, 
pre-drilling/drilling out/skiv-

ing/roller burnishing)
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Design

n Skiving knives supported by the fl oating RETRAC cone.

n RETRAC cone used to activate the tool and set the 

skiving knife diameter. After the process, the skiving 

knives and burnishing rollers retract in order to avoid 

damaging the surface when the tool is removed from 

the workpiece.

n Central setting for the skiving knives with an Allen key.

n Scale on the front face of the skiving head for exact, 

reproducible setting.

n Quick coupling connects the skiving head with the 

tool body (enables easy separation with no special tool 

required).

n Skiving knives with two cutting inserts arranged one 

behind the other (b) and (c) (tandem arrangement).

n Depending on the size of the machining allowance, 

the pre-cutter is set deeper by 0.1, 0.2, 0.4,   

0.6 or 0.8 mm than the fi nish cutter.

n Replaceable insert seat (a) ensures precise cutting 

insert positioning.

n Hydraulic tool control.

Parameters 

Note:  * Available with stabilized boring bar, ** max. speed: 1200 min–1

Tool Ø range
mm

Circumferential speed
m/min.

Feed
mm/rev.

RDO 38-504.99 300 3 - 5

RIOA 63-554.99 150 – 180 1.2 – 1.8

RIOF 28-554.99 300 3 - 5

RIOK

–  4 - 10 m 50-504.99 300 3-5
– 1.5 - 4 (10*) m 38-79.99 200-300** 2-4

Ordering
The following information is required:

1. Control system design

2. Boring bar diameter and thread system (BTA,  

Sandvik, etc.).

3. Cylinder length. 

4. Outside Ø and inside Ø of tubes before machining.

5. Tube version (cold or hot rolled).

6. Material.

The tool designation is generated as follows:

Select the appropriate tool series (RDO or RIO) based on 

the control system design. The RIO series includes many 

different tool versions for a wide variety of applications.

 RIOF 67.1  –  250.00  –  3 M . 2  –  178

Height difference 
between pre-cutter 

and fi nish cutter

Type and 
version

Tool body
size

Skiving 
head design

Machining 
diameter

BTA/Tool
connection*

* Other interfaces by request

OMEGA principle Skiving knife   
(a. Insert seats, b. fi nish 
cutter, c. pre-cutter)
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RDO series (hydraulic activation during 
retraction , RETRAC)
n Skiving and roller burnishing of hydraulic cylinders and 

cylinder tubes up to approx. 20 m long.

n Ø 38 to 500 mm.

n Tool bodies and burnishing heads are identical with 

those in the older RDS-R and RDZ series. Compatible 

conversion sets are available for changing over to the 

OMEGA system.

RIO series (hydraulic activation during the 
process)
n Large cutting capacity. 

n Appropriate confi gurations available for: 

 –  Seamless or longitudinally welded tubes   

–  Hot rolled tubes in various lengths

n Control hydraulics connected by quick coupling in the 

connection thread.

n Consistent activation pressure of 100 bar is recom-

mended for all sizes.

n Pressurized in working position.

n Release pressure when the end of the tube is reached. 

The skiving knives and burnishing head retract.

RIOA
n 3 or 4 tools in one for pre-drilling, drilling out, skiving 

and roller burnishing hot rolled tubes in one process.

n Drilling head is equipped with three cutters.

n Three hard metal guide pads ensure that the drilling 

head moves in the radial direction with no play.

n max. center deviation: 0.5 mm/m.

n Skiving head is equipped with three skiving knives.

RIOF
n Skiving knife mounted on the tool.

n For tube lengths ≤ 5 m.

n Can be converted to RIOA tool by exchanging the 

cover with a drilling head.

RDO series

Tubes ø from ...
to ... (mm)

Lengths 
from ...
to ... (m)

Parameters

Cold drawn 
or hot rolled 
and drilled 
out

38-504.99 0.5-<20
Vc 300 m/min.

f 3 - 5 mm/rev.

RIOA series

Tubes ø from ...
to ... (mm)

Lengths 
from ...
to ... (m)

Parameters

Hot
rolled 63-554.99 0.5 to 4

Vc 150 - 180 m/min.

f 1.2 - 1.8 mm/rev.

RIOF series

Tubes ø from ...
to ... (mm)

Lengths 
from ...
to ... (m)

Parameters

Cold 
drawn 28-554.99

max. L = 
25 x d (applies 
for d = 38 to 

200; for d > 200, 
please contact us) 

Vc to 300 m/

min

f 3...5 mm/U
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RIOK
n Skiving head can move.

n Three guide pads.

n Required in order to machine tubes > 4.5 m.

n Compensates for wobbling movement, straightness 

and alignment errors that can affect the process de-

pending on tube length and other circumstances.

n Prevents the formation of “black” or unmachined 

sections .

RIOK for long tubes

Tubes ø from ...
to ... (mm)

Lengths 
from ...

to ... (m)

Parameters

Cold 
drawn 50-504.99 4.0->10

Vc 300 m/min.

f 3 - 5 mm/rev.

RIOB (for small workpieces, 38-79.90 mm)

Tubes ø from ...
to ... (mm)

Lengths 
from ...

to ... (m)

Parameters

Cold 
drawn 38-79.99 1.5-4.0 

(10*)

Vc 200 to 
300 m/min.**

f 2 - 4 mm/rev.

Note: * Available with stabilized boring bar
          ** max. speed: 1200 min–1
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Features
n Diameter range: 205 to 805 mm (RIO),

 205 to 554,99 mm (RDO).

n Dimensions: various quantities of cage segments are 

used respectively for each of the three diameter ranges 

(205 mm – 405 mm; 405 mm – 605 mm; 605 mm – 

805 mm). The distances between the segments  can 

vary.

Advantages
n Worn burnishing rollers and cage segments can be re-

placed without disassembling or dismounting the tool.

n Open a “window” for a quick inspection of the cone 

surface.

n When converting to another diameter within the same 

range, now just a new segment carrier, and not the 

complete cage, must be replaced. Using the segments 

for a specifi c range decreases the types of spare parts 

to keep in stock to just one item that can be used for 

several tool diameters.

n Easy assembly, even in a horizontal position.

n When the roller pockets in the cage are worn, only the  

segments have to be replaced.

n Segments are standard parts.

n Roller diameter enlarged to 20 mm, increasing service 

life.

n Dramatic reduction in auxiliary processing time.

n Short delivery time for replacement segments.

n Compatible with older tool versions.

Design
n The cage consists of a number of segments screwed 

onto a segment carrier (Fig. 1).

n Either one or all of the segments can be removed  

 (Fig. 2). To do so, the tool does not have to be 

dismounted  from the machine, nor is any further 

disassembly  necessary.

Ordering
The following information is required:

1. Tool type.

2. Tool diameter.

The OMEGA System: 
Segmented cage for RDO and RIO 

Fig. 1: Complete cage module

Fig. 2: A disassembled segment
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Combined cylinder tool type RIOA Quattro with segmented cage
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Features
n Skiving and roller burnishing run as separate, 

subsequent  processes.

n Generally used on deep hole drilling machines.

n For short cylinders (L/Ø ≤ 15), complete processing with 

tool types SKIO and GZ on CNC-controlled lathes and 

machining centers possible (see the following chapter).

n Type SK:

– For fi nish processing or preparation for roller 

burnishing .

– High performance indexable inserts.

n Type GZ:

 – Any metal material that can be plastically formed, 

with hardnesses up to 42 to 45 HRC, can be roller 

burnished.

 – Used on deep hole drilling machines.

 – After the process, the burnishing head automatically  

retracts and the tool can be quickly removed without  

damaging the workpiece.

Advantages
n Reliable function, high degree of accuracy.

n Depending on the workpiece, diameter tolerances of 

IT8 to IT9 are possible.

n Type SK:

 – Can achieve a surface quality of RZ = 5 – 20 µm.

 – Radially fl oating skiving knife allows good 

adherence  to the specifi ed bore axis.

n Type GZ:

 – Can achieve a surface quality of RZ < 1 µm.

 – Short cycle time.

 – Diameter adjustment is easy and reproducible.

 – Wear parts are easy to exchange.

Design
n Type SK:

–  Skiving head.

–  Tool retainer.

n Type GZ:

– Burnishing head.

– Adjusting device.

–  Tool retainer.

Types SK and GZ: 
Fine machining of end faces 

SK: Skiving heads
GZ: Internal roller burnishing tools

SK

GZ



Parameters 

Note:  * Unlimited burnishing length.

Tool Circumferential speed
m/min.

Feed
mm/rev.

SK 150-300 0.9-3

GZ* Up to 250 0.05-0.3 per roller

Ordering
The following information is required:

1. Cylinder length.

2. Outside Ø and inside Ø of tubes before machining. 

3. Tube characteristics (cold drawn or hot rolled and 

drilled out).

4. Material.

For type SK, the tool designation is generated as follows:

For type GZ, the tool designation is generated as follows:

  SKIO 17.1  –  040.00  –  3 M . 1 – 33

Height difference 
between pre-cutter 

and finish cutter

Type and 
version

Tool body
size

Skiving 
head 
design

Tool
retainer

Machining 
diameter

 GZ 1.3  –  040.00  –  1 – ZS – 33

Shank 
(straight shank)

Type and 
version

Tool body
size

Design Tool
retainer

Machining 
diameter
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Features
n Complete processing on CNC-controlled lathes and 

machining centers.

n Skiving and roller burnishing are carried out in one pass 

before or after fi nal processing; internal machining  on a 

deep hole drilling machine is not necessary .

n Type GZ: In their design and function, these tools are 

similar to the standard, type G roller burnishing tools 

(see the “Multi-roller Mechanical Tools” chapter), 

equipped with additional internal fl ushing and a tool 

retainer that is compatible for use with a boring bar.

n Accessories: Cooling-lubricant pumps with installation 

service.

Advantages
n Reliable function, high degree of accuracy.

n Depending on the workpiece, diameter tolerances of  

IT8 to IT9 are possible.

n Short process time, no time required for changeover or 

transport to a deep hole drilling machine.

n Machining is concentric with respect to fi nal 

processing .

n Separate, short tools.

n Purchasing a deep hole drilling machine is not neces-

sary, so production of cylinder tubes is cost-effective.

n Type SKIO: 

– Can achieve a surface quality of Rz = 15 – 30 µm.

–  Cutting inserts can be exchanged without removing 

the skiving knives.

–  Central diameter adjustment with a setting screw 

without removing the skiving knives.

–  Cooling-lubricant pressure is used to control the 

skiving knives (no separate control system required).

–  Quick coupling for connection to the boring bar  

(ECOROLL W-connection)

n Type GZ: 

– Can achieve a surface quality of Rz < 1 µm.

– Wear parts are easy to exchange.

Design
n Type SKIO:

–  Design is based on the OMEGA principle. 

–  3 fl oating skiving knives with cutters in a tandem 

arrangement.

–  Integrated into the tool shank: Control piston 

pressurized  with cooling-lubricant. After the 

cooling-lubricant supply is switched on, the skiving  

knives automatically move into the working 

position ; after it is switched off, they retract into the 

rest position. Then the tool can be removed quickly 
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Types SKIO and GZ: 
Complete internal machining 
of short cylinder tubes (L/Ø ≤ 15) 

SKIO: Skiving heads
GZ: Internal roller burnishing tools

Skiving tool SKIO11-40.00

Roller burnishing tool GZ1-40.00
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Required cooling-lubricant amounts and pressures

Type Ø from - to
[mm]

Recommended max.
cylinder tube length

[mm]

Cooling-lubricant
    Amount                  Pressure
    [l/min.]                    [bar]

SKIO 11 38 < 44
250 20 - 30

7 - 120

SKIO 21.1 44 < 50

SKIO 21.2 50 < 70 600 30 - 45

SKIO 31 70 < 100 900

50 - 70SKIO 41 100 < 140 1200

SKIO 51 140 < 205 1800

without damaging the skived surface with retraction 

marks.

–  Cooling-lubricant nozzles spray the fluid into the 

cutting area at high speed, providing support for 

flushing the chips in the direction of feed.

n Type GZC:

– In their design and function, these tools are similar 

to the standard, type G roller burnishing tools (see 

the “Multi-roller Mechanical Tools” chapter).

– In addition, they are equipped with internal flushing 

directed toward the wall of the bore. This cleans 

the skived surface one more time before roller 

burnishing . 

n Cooling-lubricant supply:

– Through the boring bar for both tools.

Parameters

Tool Circumferential speed
m/min.

Feed
mm/rev.

SKIO 250-300 2.5-5

GZ Up to 250 0.05-0.3 per roller

Ordering
The following information is required:

1. Cylinder length.

2. Outside Ø and inside Ø of tubes before machining. 

3. Tube characteristics (bright drawn or hot rolled).

4. Material.

For type SKIO, the tool designation is generated as 

follows: 

For type GZ, the tool designation is generated as follows:

   SKIO   17.1  –  040.00  –  3 M . 1 – ZS

Height difference 
between pre-cutter 

and finish cutter

Type and 
version

Tool body
size

Skiving head 
design

Machining 
diameter

Tool
shank

  GZ  1.3  –  040.00  –  1 – ZS

Shank 
(straight shank)

Type and 
version

Tool body
size

Design

Machining 
diameter

Note: If a lathe is not equipped with a pump with corresponding capacity, ECOROLL offers pump units for retrofitting, along 
with installation service.

 The higher cooling-lubricant amounts apply for 70 bar cooling-lubricant pressure!
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Overview
In the face of increasing automation, process reliability 

is becoming more and more important with respect to 

production  sequences; real time monitoring and long-

term documentation of process parameters is a frequent 

requirement. In cooperation with Komet Brinkhaus GmbH, 

ECOROLL AG Werkzeugtechnik has developed ToolScope, 

a monitoring system that meets these requirements.

The ToolScope system enables the continuous monitor-

ing and documentation of the critical process parameters 

used in deep rolling. With mechanical deep rolling tools, 

the actual, effective deep rolling force is measured and 

monitored. In contrast, when using the hydrostatic deep 

rolling tools, the parameters relevant to the process, the 

operating pressure and the fl ow rate, are monitored and 

recorded. 

However, ToolScope provides signifi cant benefi ts not only 

in monitoring the production process, but also in two 

other  ways with the long-term process documentation: 

fi rst, when purchasing components relevant to safety, 

manufacturers require suitable proof of compliance with 

the specifi ed process parameters; second, in case of a com-

pensation claim, the documentation provides proof of 

adherence  to these parameters.

Signifi cant features
n Monitors signals from both mechanical and hydrostatic 

deep rolling tools.

n Online visualization of the process (oscilloscope 

function ).

n Process monitoring with tolerance bands.

n Automatic, long-term documentation of process 

parameters .

n No separate visual and manual monitoring of process 

parameters required.

n Visualization of process errors with indicator lights.

n Further external processing of the error signal possible.

n Unambiguous identifi cation of processes with and 

without errors.

n Operation using the HMI machine control or touch-

screen.

n Optional advanced signal exchange between 

monitoring  and production equipment/internal 

network .
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Process Monitoring and
Documentation with ToolScope

ToolScope Touch Panel PC

Independent monitoring system

Monitoring system 
combined  with 
hydraulic unit
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Process monitoring during deep rolling  
with hydrostatic tools
When using the hydrostatic deep rolling tools in the HG 

series, the parameters relevant to the process, the oper-

ating pressure and the fl ow rate, are monitored and re-

corded. ToolScope recognizes deviations from the process 

parameter specifi cations immediately, resulting in an error  

message. The process can only continue after the error has 

been checked and cleared, which signifi cantly reduces 

rejects, reworking and related damage. Moreover, Tool-

Scope provides long-term process documentation, which 

offers proof of adherence to the specifi ed process param-

eters.

Signifi cant features of the system
n Self-teaching process monitoring.

n Achieves qualifi ed machining processes.

n Highly accurate signal recording with sensors.

n Machining processes used months earlier can be 

reproduced .

n Touchscreen operation.
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ToolScope for 
Hydrostatic Tools

Process monitoring with tolerance bands

Tolerance bands (time)
Deep rolling – Pressure

Time

Time

Deep rolling – Flow

Switch on 
monitoring 

Confi guration Less precise moni-
toring

Better monitoring Switch on self-
teaching 

Service
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ow
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Tolerance bands (time)
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Process monitoring sequence with hydrostatic tools

Visualization of parameter limit violations 

Error message

Start signal
On/Off

Control

Process

Hydraulic 
unit

Time

Process error (error signal available)

M
ea

su
re

Maximum limit, self-teaching

Tolerance limit, self-teaching

Signal amplitude
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Process monitoring during roller burnishing 
with mechanical tools
With mechanical tools, the actual, effective burnishing 

force is measured and monitored.
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ToolScope for 
Mechanical Tools

Process monitoring sequence with mechanical tools

Error message
n  Start signal On/Off
n  Machine signal

Control Process
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Arithmetical mean roughness, Ra (CLA, AA)
DIN EN ISO 4287 

Arithmetical mean of the absolute values of the y-coordi-

nates that correspond to the surface roughness profi le. Sta-

tistically speaking, Ra also describes the mean arithmetical 

deviation from the center line of the surface roughness  y-

coordinates. Ra has little signifi cance and does not exhibit 

sensitivity relative to extreme profi le peaks and valleys.

n Ra corresponds to measuring section lr.

n Ra is of little statistical value.

n Individual outliers are not taken into account.

n Widely used in USA and Europe.

n Historically, the fi rst parameter that could be measured.

Maximum roughness depth, Rz (CLA, AA)
DIN EN ISO 4287 

A value based on the height of the largest profi le peak 

Rp and the depth of the deepest profi le valley Rv within 

a given  measuring section of the surface roughness pro-

fi le. Rz, or the vertical distance between the highest and 

the lowest points of the surface roughness profi le, pro-

vides a way to measure the range of y-coordinates that 

correspond to surface roughness. Because as a rule Rz is 

calculated as an arithmetical mean based on the maxi-

mum profi le heights of fi ve measuring sections lr in the 

surface roughness profi le, this parameter expresses the 

average  roughness according to DIN 4768. Rp expresses 

the smoothing depth defi ned earlier in DIN 4762.

n Rz corresponds to measuring section lr.

n According to DIN 4768, Rz expresses the average of  

 fi ve measuring sections lr.

n Only up to a fi fth of the outliers are taken into   

 account.

n Rz can be used to measure bearing and sliding   

 surfaces  as well as press or interference fi ts.

Daimler Benz Parameter, R3Z (Factory Standard)
Daimler Benz Factory Standard N3 1007 

Arithmetical mean of fi ve individual surface roughness 

values: R3z1 to R3z5. Each surface roughness value is de-

fi ned as the vertical distance between the third-largest 

profi le peak and the third-deepest profi le valley within 

measuring section lr. To measure R3z, both a vertical and a 

horizontal threshold must be set.

n R3z corresponds to measuring section lr. 

n R3z is the vertical distance between the third-largest

  profi le peak and the third-deepest profi le valley 

 within measuring section lr.

n R3z can only be calculated when three peaks and   

 three valleys are present in a given measuring section.

n R3z can be used to evaluate porous or sintered surfaces.
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Appendix

Surface measurement parameters



Quadratic mean roughness, Rq (RMS)
DIN EN ISO 4287 

Quadratic average value of the y-coordinates that corre-

spond to the surface roughness profi le. Because Rq, the 

mean quadratic deviation from the center line of the 

surface  profi le’s y-coordinates, expresses the standard 

deviation of the profi le’s ordinates, it is more statistically 

signifi cant  than Ra. 

n Rq corresponds to measuring section lr. 

n Rq has greater statistical value than Ra (Rq, ca. 1.1 x Ra).

n Rq is more sensitive with regard to the individual   

 peaks and valleys.

n Rq can be included in a statistical consideration of a  

 profi le because it expresses the standard deviation of  

 the profi le peaks (and valleys) distributed over the   

 given profi le.

Drawing specifi cations according to DIN ISO 1302
a = Roughness value in µm

b = Production process, surface treatment, coating

c = Reference length

d = Direction of grooves

e = Machining tolerance

f = Other roughness parameters

Drawing specifi cations: Examples

Drawing 1

n Maximum roughness up to Rz = 4 µm.

n Ra value up to a maximum of 0.6 µm.

n Machining process: roller burnishing.

Drawing 2

n Maximum roughness up to Rz = 8 µm.

n Percentage of material at the surface: Rmr > 50%   

 measured  at a cutting depth of 4 µm.
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Note: This information presented courtesy of Hommelwerke GmbH, www.hommelwerke.de

b

a

e d

c - f

Roller burnished

Rz 4 Ra  0.6

Rz 8
Rmr (4) > 50%

Center line

Ir

p(Z)
Z Z(x) Rq

Rq =    – ∫  Z2(x) dx
Ir1

Ir 0√

Rq = σ (Z)^
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Surface structure determines wear behavior
n A surface’s structure determines its wear behavior.

n On sliding surfaces, protruding peaks can lead to   

 increased friction and premature wear.

n Plateau-like surfaces with pronounced grooves   

 provide good lubrication and the best sliding   

 properties.

n The profi le characteristics demonstrated by the   

 material curve provide quick information regarding  

 the surface structure.

An overview of µ
It’s easy to describe the fractional size of a µm: one, two or 

three places after the decimal point. This graphic presents 

µ in a different context.
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Surface profi le with a low percentage of material and 
poor wear behavior (“skinny” material curve)

Surface profi le with a higher percentage of material  
at the surface and better wear behavior (“fat” material 
curve)

Note: This information presented courtesy of Hommelwerke GmbH, www.hommelwerke.de

Measuring section In 10%   Rmr (1)

c = 1 µm

Measuring section In 70%

c = 1 µm

           Human          Dust  Finger-  Cigarette  Diamond                                                       
              hair                       print     smoke         point

Laser beam

50 µm

5 µm1.5 µm
4 µm

6 µm
1 µm

Laser beam

Surface Characteristics
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Improved surface and part quality
No other technology combines three advantageous 

physical  effects to improve a metal component’s edge 

zone. Roller burnishing and deep rolling generate a 

uniquely smooth surface while inducing compressive 

stresses and cold working in the surface layer. The com-

pressive stresses counteract external load forces, dramati-

cally increasing component fatigue strength. As a result, 

this technology not only saves production costs, but also 

signifi cantly improves component quality.

The plastic deformation of the material, together with the 

smoothing of the surface, generates a high quality surface 

with the following properties: 

n Low surface roughness.

n High surface contact ratio.

n No remaining profi le peaks.

n Increased edge layer hardness.

n Residual valleys which assist lubrication.

Source: Laboratory for Machine Tools and Production Engineering (WZL) of RWTH Aachen University

Hard roller burnished

After hard turning
and hard roller burnishingAfter hard turning

Hard turned

Pr
o

fi 
le

Cutting parameters:
vc = 140 m/min.
f = 0.06 mm
ap = 0.2 mm

Burnishing parameters:
(HG tool)
vw = 120 m/min.
fw = 0.08 mm
pw = 400 bar

56.5 HRC

61.5 HRC

        Feed [µm]

Turned

Rt        33.56 µm
Rmax  33.44 µm

Rz  32.40 µm 
Ra    8.74 µm

R3z  0.00 µm

Probe T1E   Lt = 4.80 mm                  4.80

R-   Profi le   Filter M1   DIN4777   Lc = 0.800 mm
20.0

0.0

-20.0

[µm]

Roller burnished

Rt        0.18 µm
Rmax  0.18 µm

Rz  0.16 µm 
Ra    0.02 µm

R3z  0.00 µm

Probe T1E   Lt = 4.80 mm                  4.80

R-   Profi le   Filter M1   DIN4777   Lc = 0.800 mm
20.0

0.0

-20.0

[µm]

Lightly roller burnished

Rt        16.34 µm
Rmax  16.34 µm

Rz  15.54 µm 
Ra    4.91 µm

R3z  0.00 µm

Probe T1E   Lt = 4.80 mm                  4.80

R-   Profi le   Filter M1   DIN4777   Lc = 0.800 mm
20.0

0.0

-20.0

[µm]

Benefi ts of Roller Burnishing and Deep Rolling



Lower costs
Substantial cost savings are realized when expensive 

technologies such as grinding or honing are replaced by 

a more cost-effective treatment. Cost savings accrue fi rst 

of all because the roller burnishing and deep rolling work 

cycle is signifi cantly shorter than the alternative processes. 

Auxiliary processing time is cut dramatically because this 

technology offers complete processing on the same ma-

chine where cutting is carried out. This means that it’s no 

longer necessary to transport the workpiece. 

And fi nally, these processes do not produce dust or 

residue , saving disposal costs, which continue to increase 

considerably. 
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Superfi nishing
Lapping
Honing

Turning

Grinding

Production costs vs. 
surface fi nish

Surface fi nish

Roller burnishing



Motorenbau Engine Constuction           Festwalzen Deep Rolling 

Trockenbearbeitung

 

Maschinenbau

  Automobilindustrie

   

MMS

 Glattwalzen  
Schälen     
Druckluftwalzen

 Ölindustrie

 
Umformen

 Luftfahrt  Zylinderrohrbearbeitung  
Prozessüberwachung   

Eneuerbare Energien

 
Aviation

Automotiv Industry

Roller Burnishing

Process Monitoring

Skiving

Engineering

Rolling with Compressed Air

Oil Industry

Processing Cylinders
Forming

MQS

Renewable Energy

Dry Processing
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